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Abstract

Autonomous model car

Martin Svensson

This thesis work aims for the development of an autonomous model car to evaluate
an indoor Ultra-wideband (UWB) positioning system and for the investigation of
integrating a Light Detection and Ranging (LIDAR) sensor to the final system. The goal
to be achieved is that the model car should be able to receive a travel plan specified
by the user, run autonomously along the plan by receiving the continuously updated
position and stop in front of obstacles.

A prototype of such a model car has been developed. It is shown that it was able to
travel along the plan specified by a user with aid of the positioning system and proven
that the concept of an autonomous vehicle guided with the positioning system works.
The model car was tested and the performance of it merged with the positioning
system was evaluated by travelling along a circle and a sharp, 90° corner and by
measuring the lap times from the travelling for various error margins. The error
margin decides when a destination is deemed reached. The test results show that the
model car has limitations to its slowest speed and turning radius. The results also
show that the positioning system has significant position updating latency.

Integrating a LIDAR to the model car is shown to be beneficial, in particular, when
adding information of e.g. walls and doors in advance and the LIDAR then acting as a
perceptive system to obtain information of the unknown parts of the surrounding.
This can then result in a time optimal travel plan that can adapt to a dynamic
environment.
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Populärvetenskaplig sammanfattning 

Autonoma fordon kan användas i många områden och ett av dem är i samband med 

rörelsehindrade. I detta område kan ett autonomt fordon hjälpa användaren att färdas inomhus 

och på så sätt öka användarens självständighet och förmåga att förflytta sig. 

Syftet med detta examensarbete för civilingenjör inom elektroteknik är att genom att utveckla 

en autonom modellbil utvärdera användningsmöjligheten av Syntronic AB:s Ultra-wideband 

(UWB) inomhuspositioneringssystem. Målet med modellbilen är att den ska kunna ta emot en 

färdplan från användaren, ta emot sin position kontinuerligt, färdas autonomt längs planen och 

stanna för hinder. Detta arbete behandlar också hur en Light Detection and Ranging (LIDAR) 

kan integreras i modellbilen och positioneringssystemet, vilka fördelar det skulle kunna få och 

hur en specifik LIDAR sensor skulle kunna installeras på den färdiga modellbilen. 

Genom att studerar befintliga projekt och tillgängliga produkter utvecklades modellbilen för 

att få en fungerande plattform. Fokus lades vid att utveckla algoritmen för att följa färdplanen 

och för att lägga till ett passande användargränssnitt. Det befintliga gränssnittet utökades med 

möjligheten att rita en färdplan, med kontroller att styra modellbilen och med kommunikation. 

Utvärderingen av positioneringssystemet utförders genom att köra modellbilen utmed en färd-

plan för att bestämma bästa felmarginal. Detta åstadkoms genom att variera felmarginalen och 

mäta körtiden. Felmarginalen definieras som det avstånd bilen kan ha till en destination för att 

beräknas vara framme vid den. Färdplanerna som användes var en cirkel och en tvär, 90° 

sväng. 

Modellbilen visade sig ha begränsningar i möjligheten att utvärdera positioneringssystemet. 

Dess lägsta hastighet mättes till 0,56m/s och den hade en starthastighet på 1,5m/s, vilket var 

för högt för att klara kontinuerlig körning. Den uppmätta svängradien på 0,9m begränsade 

utvärderingen också. Trots begräsningarna klarade modellbilen av att färdas längs färdplanen 

och bevisade då konceptet att positioneringssystem klarar av att användas i sådana 

sammanhang. Utvärderingen visade även att 20cm felmarginal gav kortast körtid och lägst 

oscillerande och svängande körning. Det framkom även att positioneringssystemet har en hög 

fördröjning när den ska uppdatera och skicka positionen vilket begränsade modellbilens 

hastighet till 0,050m/s. Denna låga hastighet erhölls genom att köra 20cm var 4s. Medel-

fördröjningen mättes till 4,4s men ibland så högt som 20s. Om modellbilen och/eller 

positioneringssystemet förbättrades skulle både felmarginalen och körtiden kunna minskas. 

Utredningen om LIDAR-integrering visade att den skulle kunna ge fördelar till systemet. 

Sensorn skulle kunna användas som navigeringssystem genom att konstant skanna och 

jämföra omgivningen men då krävs inget positioneringssystem alls. Om sensorn används som 

avläsningssystem skulle det kunna komplettera istället. Med information om t.ex. dörrar och 

väggar skulle en tidsoptimal och adaptiv färdplan kunna åstadkommas. Den specifika LIDAR 

som också studerades skulle kunna integreras i modellbilen utan större modifikationer. 
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Chapter 1 

1 Introduction 

 Background 1.1

Autonomous vehicles are a broad concept as well as a popular one. It can be used to describe 

a transport carrier in an industry that transports material along a static path between two 

destinations as well as it can describe a self-driving car that can find the optimal route for the 

passenger that can avoid any obstacle and collision in the traffic. A common feature for these 

autonomous vehicles is the capability to navigate itself to a specified position without 

continuous human intervention. The benefits from autonomous vehicles range from reducing 

accidents, crashes and energy consumption to increasing the mobility of elderly, ill and 

disabled people (Anderson et al. 2014). The field of autonomous cars has been a popular topic 

during the 2010s but has been an active field for many decades. For example in the late 2010s 

or early 2020s Autoliv and Volvo Cars plan to introduce a level 4 autonomous car that will be 

able to drive autonomously in most situations (NyTeknik 2017) (SAE International 2016). 

Autonomous vehicles developed for increased mobility are presented indoor as well as in 

traffic. Andersen et al. (2016) and Grewal et al. (2017) present possible usage for an 

autonomous vehicle with a wheelchair that is able to travel indoor to a desired position by 

scanning the environment, detecting and avoiding static and moving targets. Without an 

external positioning system the vehicle constructs a map over the environment with the 

scanners to navigate in, e.g. a Light Detection and Ranging (LIDAR) scanner. An example of 

external positioning systems for navigation outdoors is the Global Positioning System (GPS) 

and for indoor navigation many techniques can be used. 

An indoor positioning system can be used to track any object: people, vehicles, components 

etc. One way to do this is to use a technique that implements Ultra-wideband (UWB) sensors 

(Yao et al. 2017) but other techniques can e.g. involve Bluetooth and WiFi. A positioning 

system similar to the one presented by Yao et al. (2017) has been developed at Syntronic AB 

and it is capable of tracking an object with an accuracy of 10cm (Muhrbeck 2018). This 

system consists of static sensors (anchors) which transmit signals that are received by the 

moving object (tag). The tag is then capable of calculating the distance to each of the anchors 
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and sending the distances to a user computer that can calculate and display the position of the 

tag in the three dimensional room. The accuracy and error sources of this indoor positioning 

system has been evaluated by Muhrbeck (2018) but evaluation regarding its application 

possibilities and usage has not been performed. 

This thesis work in the Master Programme in Electrical Engineering at Uppsala University 

performed at Syntronic AB is intended for the construction and development of a model car 

representing a personal assistance vehicle that is equipped with an UWB indoor positioning 

system. The aim is to accomplish a vehicle that can autonomously travel along a user-

specified path. The thesis work also involves the subject of how the model car and UWB 

positioning system could be improved by adding a LIDAR sensor and what benefits this could 

generate. 

 Purpose and goals 1.2

The purpose of this thesis is to evaluate the possibility of using the UWB indoor positioning 

system developed at Syntronic AB as a guiding system of an autonomous vehicle, e.g. a 

wheelchair. 

The thesis work involves the development and construction of a model car, the integration of 

the model car with the existing positioning system, the addition of the existing user interface 

with relevant controls, the evaluation of the positioning system and the investigation of 

LIDAR implementation. The goal of this thesis work is therefore to create a model car that 

should be able to: 

 receive a travel path set by the user in the interface of the existing positioning system, 

 continuously receive its position from the positioning system, 

 travel autonomously along the specified path, 

 detect an obstacle and stop in front of it. 

Given the above purpose and goals the thesis will try to answer the questions: 

 Is it possible to evaluate an application and implementation possibility of the 

positioning system with the model car? 

 Given the stated specifications, what is needed to construct a model car that can drive 

according to a specified travel plan? 

 How could the system benefit from adding a LIDAR sensor to the model car and how 

could it be integrated? 
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 Tasks and scope 1.3

Tasks to be performed in this thesis work are the following: 

 build a model car, 

 program the model car to drive autonomously, 

 develop a user interface for the model car 

 test limitations of the model car and the positioning system, 

 evaluate if the positioning system can be used in autonomous driving, 

 a literature study regarding if a LIDAR can be beneficial. 

This thesis does not include implementation of other components than specified in Chapter 

2 Technical background. The implementation of a LIDAR was only studied as a reasonable 

future development of the model car as to how it could benefit from it. The steering and 

control of the model car regarding obstacles are limited to detecting and stopping but not 

avoiding or dodging them, meaning the model car is a path-follower not a pathfinder. The 

economical aspect of potential future commercial capability of the model car is not included 

in this thesis work. 

The provided positioning system is assumed to be fully working and capable of providing a 

suitable position that the model car can use to autonomously follow the desired travel plan. 

This thesis does not apply any improvements to the positioning system itself other than 

adding functions for communicating to the model car and a relevant graphical and control 

interface for the user.  

 Method 1.4

The block diagram in Figure 1 presents the work process and the used method in the thesis 

work. This section provides description of the individual blocks. The three yellow blocks in 

Figure 1 represent the pre-study and the green blocks represent the remaining work. 

 

Figure 1 Block diagram of the used work process and method, beginning with a pre-study (yellow) and 

continuous with construction, programming, evaluation and literature study (green) 
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By first studying how other projects have developed a moving vehicle, regardless of their 

purposes, the framework of how the model car could be designed was developed. The focus 

during the development was to quickly obtain a platform for further study and to what sort of 

sensors and control unit would be required. This led to the usage of already available 

commercial products, thus focusing more on the control and the communication to and from 

the model car in the continued development. 

Apart from the components of the model car the framework regarding how it would 

communicate with the existing positioning system was developed. The approach was to 

modify the existing code of the positioning system as little as possible and only adding extra 

features handling communication and adding an appropriate user interface. After establishing 

which task would be performed in which part of the system the programming of the onboard 

control unit and adding necessary features to the positioning system could be performed. 

Upon completed development of the model car and associated code the positioning system 

could be evaluated. While maintaining the condition described in 1.2 Purpose and goals, the 

results from the evaluation of the positioning system were based on 

 how fast the model car could drive and follow the designated travel path, 

 how well the car followed the designated travel path, 

 how small the margin of error to arrive at a destination could be while driving along 

the travel path. 

When the positioning system had been evaluated the literature study regarding how a LIDAR 

could be implemented and how the system could benefit from it was conducted. The study 

focused on what the whole system could gain from the sensor and how to interface the 

LIDAR to the final system. 

 Outline 1.5

Chapter 1 has presented the background and what motivated this thesis work, its purpose and 

goals, the method used and the scope. In the following chapter, Chapter 2, the technical 

background regarding overviews of the used systems and hardware are presented. In Chapter 

3 is the necessary theory for this work specified. Chapter 4 describes the implementation of 

the work further and in greater depth than the method section in Chapter 1. Chapter 5 presents 

the finished model car and the results from the evaluation of the positioning system. The final 

chapter, Chapter 6, discusses the performed work and results. It also presents future work and 

conclusions. 
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Chapter 2 

2 Technical background 

This section presents an overview of the functions of the model car and of Syntronic AB’s 

indoor UWB positioning system along with how the model car could be integrated in the 

positioning system. A more detailed description of the individual parts of the hardware used 

to construct the model car is also given. There is no documentation available regarding the 

existing positioning system, which means all references to it are verbal references from 

Muhrbeck (2018).  

 Overview of the model car 2.1

A function overview of the autonomous model car presented in this thesis work can be 

visualized by the block diagram in Figure 2. It shows what inputs (yellow) and outputs (gray) 

are needed for the model car to be able to autonomously drive along a travel plan. The travel 

plan, the position and the yaw angle of the car is needed to autonomously drive to the next 

destination and an obstacle detection sensor is needed for the motor control to control the 

propulsion of the model car. The travel plan is provided by the user, the position is provided 

by the positioning system, the yaw angle is obtained from an external accelerometer/ 

gyroscope and the obstacle detection is obtained from a sonar. The output from the motor 

control is the steering angle to the steering servo and the speed to the power electronics. The 

power electronics is directly controlling the motor given the desired speed. 

A closer look into the autonomous drive is displayed in the block diagram in Figure 3. It 

shows that the autonomous control needs the position, the yaw angle of the model car and the 

destination from the travel plan in order to work and it also shows how they are used. The 

destination and the position are compared so that the relative angle to the destination can be 

obtained. The current yaw angle and the angle to the destination are compared to acquire how 

much the car must turn before it faces the destination. This angle is fed into the PID controller 

which generates the angle that needs to be sent to the steering servo via the motor control to 

turn the model car to the destination in an appropriate way.  
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Figure 2 Function overview of the model car with inputs and outputs 

 

Figure 3 Overview of the model car's autonomous drive 

 Overview of the indoor UWB positioning system 2.2

Syntronic AB’s UWB positioning system is divided into three parts: the anchors, the tag and a 

user computer, as displayed in Figure 4. The anchors consist of an Arduino Uno micro 

controller (Arduino 2018a) and a DWM1000 DecaWave module (Decawave Ltd. 2018). 

Similarly the tag contains both an Arduino Uno and a DecaWave but also a Bluetooth unit. 

The anchors and the tag require 5VDC as power supply and this is provided by individual 

power sources. The computer contains the user interface and the software for calculating the 

position of the tag given the continuous update from the tag. The positioning system was 

developed using the platform Qt
1
. The anchors communicate to the tag using UWB radio 

technology and the tag and the computer communicate using Bluetooth, Figure 4. 

A block diagram over the positioning system’s set-up and continuous operation is shown in 

Figure 5. Once the communication is established between all parts of the system, the tag polls 

the anchors successively. Depending on the time of flight for the signals between the anchor 

and the tag the range between them is calculated in the tag and relayed back to the computer. 

The ranges to each anchor are then used to estimate the position of the tag in three dimensions 

using an extended Kalman-filter and displayed to the user. In order to estimate the tag’s 

position the anchors’ positions must be known in advance and loaded by the user during 

launch of the positioning system, as described in the set-up part in Figure 5. The positioning 

system has an accuracy of ±10cm, which is originated from the DecaWave module. 

                                                 
1
 https://www.qt.io/  
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Figure 4 Overview of the positioning system showing the anchors, the tag, the user computer and how they are 

connected. 

 

Figure 5 Block diagram displaying the operations of the positioning system. 

The user interface, Figure 6, consists of a 3D view of the blue anchors and the green tag to the 

left, with the possibility to rotate the view in three dimensions. To the right are controls for 

browsing for the configuration file, using an moving average filter, starting and stopping, 

learning/marking and freeing a position, settings to indicate when the position is within a 

certain confidence interval to the learned positions and finally the position itself in x-, y-, and 

z-coordinates. 

The positioning system is set up in the Stockholm office at Syntronic as shown in Figure 7. 

The anchors (blue circles) are mounted on stands spread out to cover the surface where the tag 

(red circle) is placed. In this figure the tag is mounted on the finished model car. 
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Figure 6 The user interface of the positioning system: to the left a view of the green position, the blue anchors 

and the gray origin and to the right the controls. 

 

Figure 7 The mounted positioning system in Syntronic AB’s office. Blue circles are the anchors mounted on 

stands and the red circle is the model car containing the tag.  
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 Hardware relevant to the model car 2.3

The following sections describe the hardware in the model car. How they are used is 

described in chapter 4 Implementation. 

2.3.1 Arduino Yún 

The Arduino Yún is a micro controller board with programmable (general purpose) input and 

output pins (GPIO) controlled by an ATmega32u4 processor. It also supports a Linux version 

in a second processor, an Atheros AR9331. The board supports Ethernet, WiFi, USB, a micro-

SD card and 20 inputs/outputs where seven of them can be used as Pulse Width Modulation 

(PWM) and 12 as analog inputs (Arduino 2018b). 

The Arduino Yún can be accessed with a USB cable and used as any of the previously 

provided micro controllers by Arduino that has an ATmega32u4. The combination with the 

Atheros AR9331 processor enables the board to connect to a network and the internet via 

WiFi and Ethernet. The Linux part also enables the possibility to run multiple programs on 

the board, e.g. a Python script in the Atheros along with an Arduino sketch in the ATmega. 

The two processors can communicate and share information either using a Universal 

Asynchronous Receiver-Transmitter (UART) or a Serial Peripheral Interface (SPI) bus. The 

WiFi connection and the inter-processor communication enable the user to wirelessly connect 

and control the board and both of the processors over a network and/or the internet 

(Arduino 2018b). 

2.3.2 Remote Controlled Car 

A remote controlled car, RC car, is a land vehicle that can be remotely controlled by a user. 

Relevant to this thesis the RC car contains a chassis with 4-wheel propulsion and front wheel 

steering, a servo to control the steering, a Brushless DC motor (BLDC) as propulsion and an 

Electronic Speed Controller (ESC) to control the motor (Hobbyking 2018). Normally the RC 

car also needs a radio transmitter/receiver unit but this component is not needed in this work. 

The power supply needed for the RC car comes from a battery which voltage can lie in an 

interval of 7.4 – 11.1VDC. The supply voltage needed for the ESC is equivalent to the battery 

voltage but the steering servo requires 5VDC, which a built-in Battery Eliminator Circuit 

(BEC) inside the ESC can supply. 

In order to drive the car it needs two control signals: one for the ESC and one for the steering 

servo. The signal that the ESC requires is a 5V pulse with a period of 20ms and an on-time in 

the interval of 1 – 2ms where 1ms is full reverse thrust, 1.5ms is idle/no movement and 2ms is 

full forward thrust. Similarly the steering servo requires a 5V pulse with a period of 20ms and 

an on-time of 1214 – 1730us where 1214us means steer the wheels 25° to the left, 1471us 

means straight ahead/0° and 1730us means 25° to the right. 
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2.3.3 Accelerometer/gyroscope 

The MPU-6050 component is a combination of a Microelectromechanical system (MEMS) 

accelerometer and a MEMS gyroscope. This can be used to calculate the yaw, pitch and roll 

angle of an object. The MPU-6050 with appropriate circuitry is mounted together on a board 

with the given name GY-521. The GY-521 board communicates using an I2C bus thus 

passing on all its values for further processing. The board requires a supply voltage of 5VDC 

and has pre-mounted pull-up resistors on the I2C bus thus no external pull-up resistors are 

needed on the bus, (Arduino 2018c). Further explanation of I2C is presented in section 

3.4 I2C communication. An umbrella term for this type of component is Inertial Measurement 

Unit (IMU). 

Extracting the raw information from the MPU-6050 chip and calculating the yaw angle can be 

done using the libraries “I2Cdev” and “MPU6050” by the author Jeff Rowberg 

(Arduino 2018c; Rowberg 2017). Dealing with an I2C device, Arduino’s source code 

regarding the library “Wire.h” is subject to a modification and includes a timeout as suggested 

by DanNixon (2017). 

2.3.4 Ultra-sonic sonar 

The ultrasonic HC-SR04 sonar can detect objects by emitting a sound burst of 40kHz when 

triggered. Upon receiving the reflected sound it emits a 5V signal, an echo, which can be used 

as an input to a micro controller. This board needs a 5VDC supply, has an input trigger pin 

and an output echo pin (Nedelkovski 2015). A micro controller, such as an Arduino, can 

measure the duration between the trigger and echo signal, thus calculating the distance to an 

object by multiplying the speed of sound with half of the duration. The distance measurement 

can thereby be used e.g. as a trigger condition when an object is within an allowed range 

(Eckel 2016). 

2.3.5 Scanse Sweep 

The Scanse Sweep (Scanse LLC 2017) is a LIDAR scanner that can be used to determine 

ranges to objects along a single plane up to 40m with a resolution of 1cm. It rotates its sensor 

head, emits laser pulses with a wavelength of 905nm in a specific pattern, measures the 

distance to objects by using the correlation between the pulses to identify the pattern from 

ambient noise and the time of flight of the pulses. By continuously rotating its sensor head the 

Scanse can get 360° view of its environment. 

The Scanse needs a 5VDC supply voltage and communicates serially by direct interface on 

the device or by USB via a serial adapter. The communication protocol to it consists of the 

host sending three or five ASCII characters, i.e. three to five bytes, where the two first are 

commands, the next two (optional) are parameters and the last is a terminating code indicating 

that the message ends. The response from the Scanse varies with the command. Upon 

receiving distance measurements the data comes in seven bytes where two bytes are the 

Azimuth, i.e. the angle position of the sensor head, two bytes are the distance and the 

remaining three bytes are overhead (Scanse LLC 2017). 
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Chapter 3 

3 Theory 

This chapter presents the relevant theory needed for understanding the technologies related to 

the autonomous model car and to Syntronic AB’s indoor UWB positioning system. 

 Automatic control  3.1

3.1.1 General control system and feedback control 

Systems and the wish to control them are present in all aspects of the everyday life. The 

systems can range from technical, biological to economical. Controlling the systems means to 

adjust the inputs to achieve a desired output. This can be the steering of a car to stay on the 

road or the repo rate to maintain a stable economic growth (Glad & Ljung 2006). 

Controlling a system or process is not trivial since the process can be impossible to 

completely understand. There can be both un- and measureable disturbances and the 

controlling system itself has limitations. Two main principles in control theory is the open-

loop and closed-loop system. The open-loop system means that the controller doesn’t measure 

anything on the output and doesn’t take any disturbance into account thus a vast knowledge of 

the system is needed in advance. This could be describe as driving a car blind after having 

memorized the entire road (Glad & Ljung 2006). The closed-loop system on the other hand 

requires no prior knowledge of the system and it can compensate for un- and measureable 

disturbances by having a feedback from the outputs of the process. This can correspond to a 

driver that gets feedback from watching the road and steers accordingly without any prior 

knowledge of the road (ibid.). A general closed-loop control system with feedback is 

presented in Figure 8. The set-point 𝑟(𝑡) of the process is the desired output, the control 

signal 𝑢(𝑡) is generated from the controller and inputted to the process, the disturbance 𝑣(𝑡) 

can be either un- or measurable and the process output, 𝑦(𝑡), is measured and fed back into 

the controller. 
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Figure 8 General feedback control system. Set-point 𝑟(𝑡), control signal 𝑢(𝑡), disturbance 𝑣(𝑡) and output 𝑦(𝑡). 

3.1.2 PID controller in the model car 

The PID controller is a single input and single output controller named after its components; 

proportional, integral and derivative controller. The PID controller is a feedback controller 

described by the equation  

𝑢(𝑡) = 𝐾𝑝𝑒(𝑡) + 𝐾𝑖 ∫ 𝑒(𝜏)𝑑𝜏
𝑡

𝑡0
+ 𝐾𝑑

𝑑𝑒(𝑡)

𝑑𝑡
   (1) 

where 𝑢(𝑡) is the control signal generated by the controller, the error value 𝑒(𝑡) is the 

difference between the desired set-point 𝑟(𝑡) and the measured process variable 𝑦(𝑡). 𝐾𝑝, 𝐾𝑖 

and 𝐾𝑑 are the gains and control parameters which are to be adjusted and tuned to achieve the 

set-point of the process (Glad & Ljung 2006). Excluding any of the gains result in just a P-, 

PI-, PD- etc. controller.  

In this thesis work the process that is intended to be controlled is the model car and a block 

diagram of this is presented in Figure 9. In order to control it the model car has a propulsion 

and steering system. The propulsion can have a constant speed resulting in a PID controller 

controlling the steering servo with the signal 𝑢(𝑡). The angle that the model car is facing, the 

yaw angle, is the process output 𝑦(𝑡) which is measured and fed back into the controller. The 

set-point 𝑟(𝑡) is the angle between the next destination and the current position of the model 

car meaning it is the angle the model should face for it to drive straight to that destination. 

The difference between 𝑟(𝑡) and 𝑦(𝑡) is the error angle 𝑒(𝑡) that the model car has left to turn 

before it faces the destination straight. The disturbance 𝑣(𝑡) is not measured but affects the 

model car none the less. This PID controller allows thereby the model car to autonomously 

steer and, along with the speed, travel to the next destination by measuring its yaw angle and 

obtaining its current position. 

 

Figure 9 Block diagram of PID controller controlling the steering servo of the model car. The sensor measures 

the yaw angle of the model car. 
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3.1.3 Errors using PID controller 

The PID controller is not an optimal controller but it is vastly used in e.g. process industry, 

even though there is no correct way to obtain and tune the three parameters (Glad & Ljung 

2006). The proportional part of the controller corresponds to the instantaneous difference 

between the set-point and the process output. This means a higher 𝐾𝑝 will make the controller 

respond faster to the error value but it will also risk overcompensating thus introducing 

oscillation and instability in the system. If there are disturbances present, having merely a 

proportional part will lead to the system never reaching the set-point. This since if the error 

value is zero the controller signal is zero and the disturbance will alter the output away from 

the set-point. The integral part on the other hand corresponds to the accumulated error over a 

certain period. This part will make the control signal non-zero until the set-point is reached 

and remain non-zero to maintain the set-point value thus complementing the proportional part 

when disturbances are present. Similarly to 𝐾𝑝, the higher the 𝐾𝑖 value the faster the system is 

but the more instability and oscillation the controller risk introducing. Opposite to the integral 

part, the derivative part reacts to fast changes. The faster the change is, the larger the output 

is. Since the control signal is limited by physical constrains the ideal derivative controller 

doesn’t exist and since many disturbances, such as noise, can be high frequent, a high 𝐾𝑑 can 

introduce unwanted effects as well. Despite the noise sensitivity the derivative part 

counteracts the instability introduced by the proportional and integral part (ibid.). 

The above mentioned characteristics of the PID controller make it difficult to tune and the 

only way to do so is by trial and error. There exist thumb-rules as guidelines but they aren’t 

universal. This means a perfectly adjusted PID controller is unrealistic and the user must 

decide what performance is needed, whether the most important feature is speed, overshoot 

limitation, oscillation limitation or stability etc. (Glad & Ljung 2006). 

 Indoor positioning based on ultra-wideband technology 3.2

3.2.1 UWB signals and systems 

Ultra-wideband (UWB) is a radio technology that can transmit large amounts of data over a 

wide frequency spectrum. A signal or system can be categorized to be UWB if the bandwidth 

is greater than or equal to 500MHz (Kshetrimayum 2009). According to the IEEE standard 

802.15.4-2011 (IEEE Standards Association 2011) the UWB spectrum lies within three 

bands: 

 the sub-gigahertz band, 249.6MHz – 749.6MHz, 

 the low band, 3.1GHz – 4.8GHz, 

 the high band, 6.0GHz – 10.6GHz. 

In Sweden, Post- och telestyrelsen (2015) limits the use of UWB radio to the bands 4.2GHz – 

4.8GHz and 6.0GHz – 8.5GHz. 

The advantage of the UWB technology lies within that linearly increasing a signals bandwidth 

results in an exponentially decreased need of average signal power to maintain the same 
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(Shannon-) capacity. This enables the possibility for high data rate at relative low power 

consumption (Kshetrimayum 2009; Qiu et al. 2006). A wideband signal in the frequency 

domain corresponds to a short-time signal in time domain. The total energy of the signal is 

spread out over a larger spectrum thus reducing the interference with other narrowband radio 

signals that exist within the UWB band if the average energy is kept sufficiently low 

(Kshetrimayum 2009). One type of suitable applications for this technology is ranging and 

tracking. A location system based on UWB technology could reach an accuracy of 

centimeters (Qiu et al. 2006). 

Different types of modulations can be used in UWB signals where two main categories are 

single-band and multiband. The single-band modulation consists of using the entire frequency 

band in one channel which results in a signal only nanoseconds wide (Onunkwo & Li 2006). 

Modulations used in this category can e.g. be Pulse-Position Modulation (PPM), Pulse 

Amplitude Modulation (PAM) or On-Off Keying (OOK) depending on application 

(ibid.; Qiu et al. 2006). The multiband modulation can be accomplished by using e.g. 

multicarrier or Orthogonal Frequency-Division Multiplexing (OFDM) (Onunkwo & Li 2006). 

3.2.2 Positioning technique 

Suitable applications for UWB are object ranging and tracking as presented by Qiu et al. 

(2006). One technique to track an object (tag) and to determine its position is to determine the 

distance to multiple known positions (anchors) and then estimating the tags own position 

(Porcino et al. 2006; Yu & Oppermann 2004). This can be done by using the equation  

𝑙𝑖 = √(𝑥 − 𝑥𝑖)2 + (𝑦 − 𝑦𝑖)2 + (𝑧 − 𝑧𝑖)2   (2) 

where 𝑙𝑖 is the distance to the 𝑖𝑡ℎ anchor, (𝑥𝑖, 𝑦𝑖 , 𝑧𝑖) the position of the 𝑖𝑡ℎ anchor and (𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧) 

the position of the tag. In order to estimate the tags position in three dimensions using 

equation 2, a minimum of three anchors is required since there are three unknown variables. 

Determining the distance and range to the known position can be done in various ways and 

one of those is to measure the time for the signal to travel between the objects, so called Time 

of Arrival (TOA). TOA works by the tag sending a message to the anchor and the anchor 

responding to it. The time it takes between sending the message and receiving the answer can 

be used in estimating the distance but it requires the information of the processing time in the 

anchor (Porcino et al. 2006; Yu & Oppermann 2004). The estimation of the distance using 

TOA can then be done by using the equation 

𝑙𝑖 =
𝑡𝑖−𝑡𝑝,𝑖

2
∗ 𝑐     (3) 

where 𝑙𝑖 is the distance to the 𝑖𝑡ℎ anchor, 𝑡𝑖 is the round trip time of the message between the 

tag and the 𝑖𝑡ℎ anchor in a Line of Sight (LOS) situation, 𝑡𝑝,𝑖 is the processing time in the 𝑖𝑡ℎ 

anchor and 𝑐 is the speed of light. The information about the processing time can either be 

incorporated in the message, known in advance or it needs to be estimated. 
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3.2.3 Errors in position estimation 

The accuracy of the position estimation is dependent on the technology used but also a 

number of external factors. Some of these factors are (Yu & Oppermann 2004): 

 accuracy and drift of the processor oscillator, 

 walls and obstacles that induce Non-Line of Sight (NLOS) and extends the time of 

flight of the signal, 

 received signal strength, 

 interference from other source, 

 reflections and multipath signals. 

All these factors can affect the accuracy and needs to be taken into account when estimating 

the distance and position. When using UWB technology the negative impact from multipath 

signals is decreased since the reflected signals may take sufficiently long time to reach the 

receiver in order for the LOS message to be completely received (Porcino et al. 2006). If there 

are static objects that induce the same NLOS scenario or if the processors have a constant 

drift and certain accuracy there is a possibility to know this in advance and compensate for 

these errors. If not, they need to be estimated as well.  

 LIDAR and positioning 3.3

Light Detection and Ranging (LIDAR) is a technology used to determine the distance to an 

object. By emitting one or several laser pulses and measuring the time it takes to travel to and 

from an object the distance to the object can be established. The resulting distance is the speed 

of light multiplied by half the time. The light used is usually near-infrared but visible light can 

also be used (Gregersen n.d.). 

LIDAR sensors can be used in a variety of subjects especially regarding autonomous vehicles 

where they can be indispensable in scanning the environment. As Pfrunder et al. (2017) show 

with their autonomous vehicle for outdoor usage the LIDAR is essential in both mapping the 

environment and in autonomously driving. This type of usage requires no external positioning 

system but the surroundings must be mapped in advance and stored in the vehicle at all time 

for it to navigate. Similarly for indoor usage in a wheelchair/scooter, as presented by 

Andersen et al. (2016) and Grewal et al. (2017), the same technology can be used. These 

vehicles are also dependent on a LIDAR that has mapped the surroundings in advance and 

continuously scans for navigation. These three vehicles are independent of an external 

positioning system and navigate through storing and comparing the environment using 

LIDAR thus no positioning system is required at all to have an autonomous vehicle. 

Though a positioning system isn’t essential in order to have an autonomous vehicle the 

combination of a LIDAR and a positioning system can be positive. As Maatoug et al. (2017) 

show with their simulation of a vehicle that uses the positioning system as the primary 

navigation tool and a sensor that detects obstacles, the combination can result in an 

autonomous vehicle. In their case the sensor is not a LIDAR but the principle of discovering 

obstacles to determine and choose a route makes the sensor type irrelevant. The vehicle uses 
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the positioning system to determine when it has arrived to the final destination as well as to 

when it has reached an intermediate target thus having a travel plan that consists of more than 

one destination. 

If more information is known in advance a better planning can be performed and issues like 

turning the wrong way when reaching a wall or navigating in a labyrinth can be avoided as 

Hank & Haddad (2016) show. Their developed control program for an autonomous vehicle 

incorporates some information about the environment, such as walls and doors, to calculate 

and obtain the most time efficient travel plan in advance. Their system relies on both a 

positioning and perceptive system. The perceptive system is not specified but a LIDAR could 

be used. The positioning system is used to stay on the obtained travel plan when driving and 

the perceptive system acquires information which is needed to reevaluate and compute a new 

travel plan that avoids previously unknown obstacles. 

 I2C communication 3.4

Inter-Integrated-Circuit (I2C) is a bi-directional two-wire bus that is widely spread in e.g. 

consumer electronics and telecommunications. It requires a Serial Data Line (SDA), a Serial 

Clock Line (SCL), can operate at data transfer rates up to 3.4Mbit/s bidirectional and up to 

5Mbit/s unidirectional. The I2C bus can connect multiple devices on the same bus where each 

device is uniquely software addressed. Each device can alternate between being either a 

master or a slave once the communication between two devices is finished and the bus is 

released. Any device can initiate the communication on the bus and become a master by 

sending a specific start signal followed by the seven-bit address of the slave device it intends 

to talk to. The master then specifies whether it wants to receive data from or transmit data to 

the slave and then the data transfer can occur. Once all communication is finished the master 

sends a specific stop signal and the bus is open for any other device to communicate 

(NXP Semiconductors 2014). 

The bus operates typically at 3.3V or 5V. The devices use the bus by connecting the SDA and 

SCL lines, independently, to ground, sending a “0”, or leaving the line untouched/floating, 

sending a “1”. By leaving the line floating an external component is needed to set the line 

voltage to the desired level. Thereby both the SDA and SCL wires require a pull-up resistor to 

function. The pull-up resistor values must be chosen with regard to the desired baud rate and 

the capacitance and wire-resistance of the bus (NXP Semiconductors 2014). 
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Chapter 4 

4 Implementation 

This chapter discusses how the development of the autonomous model car for the evaluation 

of Syntronic AB’s indoor UWB positioning system was performed and what steps were taken 

to fulfill the stated goals.  

 Pre-study 4.1

In order to develop the model car existing hobby projects were studied to gather as much 

information as possible and learn what hardware exists and is available. No exact project like 

this thesis work was found but projects involving Arduino, robots and remote controlled cars 

were great in number
2,3

. Many different projects contained circuit schematics and related code 

for Arduino and remote controlled vehicles thus quickening the choice of hardware. 

To accomplish the specified goals of the model car the pre-study lead to the use of an Arduino 

Yún as the control and communication unit, a remote controlled car as the platform including 

chassis, battery, voltage regulator and propulsion system, a GY-521 board as the 

accelerometer/gyroscope and a HC-SR04 as the ultra-sonic sonar. 

The Arduino Yún has two processors: an ATmega connected to the inputs and outputs and an 

Atheros capable of WiFi communication. The ATmega processor itself was deemed 

inadequate to handle all the parts: motor control, interaction with external hardware, 

communication and path-finding program. A second processor was then needed. The ATmega 

processor was chosen to handle the motor control of the ESC and steering servo, the 

communication to the accelerometer/gyroscope, extracting the yaw angle from the 

accelerometer/gyroscope and the distance extraction from the ultra-sonic sonar. The Atheros 

processor was chosen to handle the path-finding program and WiFi communication with the 

                                                 
2
 http://www.instructables.com/ 

3
 https://create.arduino.cc/projecthub 
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user computer. The ATmega and Atheros then only needed to interact by sending and 

receiving the yaw angle and the motor control values (speed of motor and steering angle). 

A study regarding the existing indoor positioning system and in what way it could be 

extended to include the control and communication to the model car was performed. The 

integrated development environment, IDE, Qt supports event driven programming well thus 

simplifying the graphical user interface, GUI, with buttons and windows. The only part 

needed from the existing program in the extended part was the position of the tag in three 

dimensions. 

 Assemble model car 4.2
The Arduino Yún, RC car, accelerometer/gyroscope, ultra-sonic sonar and positioning 

system’s tag was assembled and connected as presented in the circuit schematic in Figure 10. 

The battery, servo and ESC are parts incorporated in the RC car. All the parts requiring a 

5VDC supply voltage are connected on the same line along with decoupling ceramic and 

electrolyte capacitors. No external pull-up resistors were attached to the I2C bus since the 

accelerometer/gyroscope GY-521 board provides these. Pin 7 of the Arduino Yún in is 

equivalent to the built-in interrupt number four. 

 

Figure 10 Circuit schematic of the components in the assembled model car. 

 Motor control 4.3
The motor control was developed using Arduino’s IDE

4
 and is executed on the ATmega 

processor. A block diagram displaying the motor control program is presented in Figure 11 

and the full source code is presented in Appendix A – Motor control program. The gray 

actions occur in between the other (yellow) actions. 

                                                 
4
 https://www.arduino.cc 
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The set-up involves initialization of in- and outputs, accelerometer/gyroscope and serial 

communication. During continuous operation the information and yaw angle is extracted from 

the accelerometer/gyroscope if the Arduino has received an interrupt from it. The yaw angle is 

sent as three bytes to the path-following program in Atheros processor for further processing 

and control. After sending the yaw angle, data from the path-following program is received in 

the format “<command> [<value>]” where the command is an ASCII-character and the 

optional value is a signed integer. Some commands trigger an action immediately and some 

pass data to later stages. Further explanation of the commands is presented in the source code 

in Appendix A – Motor control program.  

Based on the sonar readings a collision is detected if there is an object closer than 30cm in 

front of the car. If a collision is detected the model car breaks, if not the ESC and steering 

servo receives driving signals and the model car can drive. The driving signals correspond to 

values received from the path-following program. The ESC signal is calculated from a value 

in the interval [-100, 100] and corresponds to the percentage of full speed, where negative 

values are reverse and positive forward direction. The ESC signal is limited by the on-time 

and period at which the motor should run at. During the on-time the ESC signal corresponds 

to the received value but the remaining of the period the ESC signal is set to idle, which 

corresponds to a received value of 0. The steering servo signal is calculated from a value in 

the interval [-25, 25] and is an angle in degree, where negative means steer left and positive 

means steer right. 

The serial bus between the ATmega and Atheros processors is occupied performing built-in 

start-up communication when the Arduino board is booting. The serial communication 

between the processors used by this motor control program is therefore delayed by 90s during 

start-up. This delay does not affect the communication to and from the accelerometer 

/gyroscope.  

 

Figure 11 Block diagram of the motor control program: set-up (blue) and continuous operation involving 

checking for interrupts (gray) and normal actions (yellow).  
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 Path-following program and communication 4.4
The control and path-following program was developed using Python 2.7

5
 and is executed in 

the Atheros processor. Figure 12 presents a block diagram of the program and its two threads. 

The full source code is presented in Appendix B – Path-following program. The built-in 

“Bridge” protocol in the Atheros processor is disabled to allow serial communication
6
 in the 

Python program as suggested by Robin2 (2015). 

The essential control and path-following algorithm is in the main thread and works as a state 

machine with the states: Uncalibrated, Calibrated, Ready and Driving. A block diagram of 

the states is presented in Figure 13. The main thread simply checks if any command has been 

received from the user and acts depending on which state the program is in. Apart from the 

Driving state, the states merely wait for an appropriate command before an action is 

performed and the program can enter a new state. The Driving state performs continuous 

actions to maintain autonomous driving as presented in the green box in Figure 13. Some 

commands belong to the states and some are independent of state and are executed regardless. 

Full explanation of the commands is presented in Table 1. 

When turned on the start-up state is Uncalibrated. This means the program doesn’t know how 

the yaw angle corresponds to coordinates from the positioning system and has not received a 

travel plan. The calibration can either be done manually where the user sends the angle the car 

is positioned in or be done automatically. The automatic calibration is done by the car driving 

slightly forward and then comparing the coordinate angle between the start and stop positions 

with the yaw angle from the accelerometer/gyroscope. Upon a successful calibration the 

program enters the Calibrated state. 

 

Figure 12 Block diagram of the path-following program. Set-up and continuous operations in two threads. 

                                                 
5
 https://www.python.org/ 

6
 https://pypi.python.org/pypi/pyserial 
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Figure 13 Block diagram displaying the path-following algorithm as a state machine. 

In the Calibrated state the car waits to receive a travel plan from the user to become Ready 

before the start command lets the car drive autonomously. Once in the Driving state the 

position of the model car, the yaw angle of the model car and the closest destination in the 

travel plan is collected as displayed in Figure 13. Comparing the destination with the current 

position results in a desired angle as the set-point that the model car should face and the yaw 

angle is the measured process output. The set-point and measured angle are the inputs to the 

PID controller. The PID controller then calculates the angle of the steering servo which is 

then sent to the motor controller. The PID controller gains were acquired from trial and error 

and are presented in Table 2 resulting in only using the proportional part. Different gains were 

tested but the integral and derivative parts gave no noticeable benefits. While driving, the 

model car can either be stopped manually by the user or it will stop automatically when it 

reaches the last destination in the travel plan. 

While in Driving, the closest destination is determined by comparing the 10 next destinations 

in the travel plan to the current position and choosing the closest one. If the closest destination 

isn’t the next immediate one in the travel plan the program advances past these and considers 

them reached and discarded. A destination is reached when the car is within a certain margin 

of error to that destination, which can be set by the user at any time, and once reached the 

comparison of travel plan destinations advances past that destination. The error margin is 

considered to define the accuracy of the system. 

The travel plan that the car should follow can be arbitrarily long but it should contain 

destinations stating the x-, y- and z-coordinates and an “L” or an “N” in the beginning of the 

travel plan message from the user. The L/N-character states whether the car should restart, 

“Loop”, once it has reached the last destination in the travel plan or “Not loop”. If the travel 

plan should “Not loop” the last destination has a larger error margin of arrival to simplify 

arriving. Once the last destination is reached the car stops, returns to the Ready state and is 

available for manual restart to driving along the travel plan again. Both the travel plan and the 

position are in [cm].  
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Table 1 Commands with explanations and description in what stage they are used in the path-following program. 

Command State/independent Description 

A Driving Abort/stop the car manually. 

B Ready Begin/start the car. 

C 
Uncalibrated, Calibrated, 

Ready 

Calibrate the car, automatically. Calculate the offset 

between yaw angle and position. 

D Independent Disconnect the client, restart server. 

E Independent Update the error margin of arrival [cm]. 

G Independent Update the PID controller gains. 

K 
Uncalibrated, Calibrated, 

Ready 

Calibrate the car, manually. Set the angle as 

received from the user [°]. 

O Independent Update the on-time and period of motor [ms]. 

P Independent Update the position [cm]. 

Q Independent Quit the entire program. 

T Calibrated, Ready Update the travel plan [cm]. 

V Independent Update the velocity/speed of the car [%]. 

 

Table 2 The used PID control parameters in the path-following program. 

Parameter Gain 

𝐾𝑝 1 

𝐾𝑖 0 

𝐾𝑑 0 

 

The server in Figure 12 maintains the connection with the user, sending data about the current 

state and angle of the car back to the user before waiting to receive commands and data. All 

the received data messages (strings) are in the format “<command>[<data>]’F’”, where the 

“F” (Finished) is a terminating character. For further explanations of the format see Appendix 

B – Path-following program. Parsing the received data begins with checking the first 

character to a list of valid commands. If the character is valid the rest of the data is parsed 

accordingly but if it is a non-valid command the rest of the data is parsed according to the last 

valid received command. Multiple messages may be concatenated to a single long message or 
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a single message may be spread out over multiple messages. Once a terminating “F” is 

received the command is transferred to the main thread. If there is no more data in the 

message to be parsed the server cycle starts over. 

 User interface 4.5
The graphical user interface and network communication to the model car was added to the 

existing positioning system in Qt and is executed on the user computer. The source code of 

the extended parts is presented in Appendix C – User interface program. The user interface 

consists of buttons to send commands (start, stop etc.) and data to the model car. It also 

contains messages for displaying the angle and state of the model car, a message to display 

information about the travel plan and a window. The window displays a top view, x- and z-

plane, of the positioning system’s anchors and tag. In the window the user can draw a custom 

travel plan to send to the model car and view the current and previous positions of it.  

The part containing the network communication sets up the connection to the model car, 

translates the commands and data to the correct format before sending it to the model car and 

receiving data from it to display to the user.  

When launched the program waits for the anchor positions and the network address of the car 

to be inputted via a configuration file. Once having this information the anchors are displayed 

in the window and the system can connect to the model car over a WiFi network as well as to 

the tag via Bluetooth. The position is then calculated, displayed in the window with the top 

view and sent to the model car. 

 Merging and evaluation 4.6
When the model car was finished it was merged with the positioning system and the 

evaluation could then be performed with regards to section 1.2 Purpose and goals and section 

1.4 Method. The tests were the following: 

 Measure the turning radius of the model car while driving with slowest continuous 

speed. 

 Vary the speed of the model car to determine its maximum speed while still following 

the travel plan. 

 Place an obstacle in front of the model car to test its obstacle detection. 

 Drive the model car at minimum continuous speed to determine maximum allowed 

latency of the positioning system. Distance measured was from a point 1m in front of 

the starting position to a point 4m from the starting position. A total distance of 3m, 20 

measurements. 

 Move the model car and measure the time for the position to stabilize once the model 

car has stopped to acquire the latency of the positioning system, 30 measurements. 

 Drive the model car along a travel plan in the form of a circle with a radius of 1.4m 

and a travel plan in the form of a sharp, 90° corner with different error margins of 

arrival and measure the travel time to determine the accuracy of the system. Used error 

margins: 10cm, 15cm and 20cm. 10 measurements each for value and travel plan. 
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 LIDAR investigation 4.7
The LIDAR investigation was performed as a literature study of how a LIDAR could be 

incorporated in different vehicles, such as cars and wheelchairs, to make them autonomous 

and whether the sensor is an improvement, a necessity or expendable. This study is presented 

in section 3.3 LIDAR and positioning and the usage of a LIDAR in the studied literature is 

used as guide to whether the positioning system and the model car could benefit from it. The 

investigation also consisted of studying the specific LIDAR in section 2.3.5 Scanse Sweep 

and how it could be merged with the model car and the positioning system. 
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Chapter 5 

5 Results 

The following chapter presents the constructed autonomous model car discussed in this thesis 

work, its resulted abilities, how the added user interface operates, the results from the 

evaluation tests of Syntronic AB’s indoor UWB positioning system and how a LIDAR could 

improve the final system. 

 Model car 5.1
The assembled model car is shown in Figure 14 at the top, a view of from the right in middle 

and a view from above at the bottom. The circuitry seen in the middle picture is the BLDC 

motor (1), the ESC (2) and the steering servo (3). On the circuit board in the bottom picture is 

the accelerometer/gyroscope mounted (4) along with decoupling capacitors (5), the Arduino 

Yún (6) is placed in the rear, the UWB positioning tag (7) is placed in the front with the 

DecaWave module (8) facing forward and attached to the front of the model car is the ultra-

sonic sonar (3). 

The model car can continuously acquire the yaw angle and detect its rotation. This is then 

used for further processing in the autonomous driving. The yaw angle and the current state in 

the path-following program are sent as feedback to the user. The reference for the yaw angle 

is altered each time the model car is turned on. This is derived from the accelerometer/ 

gyroscope itself and because of this the model car requires calibration after each restart. The 

yaw angle also requires up to one minute before it has stabilized completely when powered 

on. Once stabilized the yaw angle is accurate with the resolution of one degree for both slow 

and fast movements and when rotating multiple turns. 

The model car has front wheel steering and its turning radius was measured to be 0.90m, 

Table 3. Only forward automatic driving is implemented but hardware allows both forward 

and reverse driving. The slowest continuous speed the model car could drive was measured to 

be 0.56m/s, Table 3. The first meter of continuous driving the model car had a large starting 

burst and it ran at up to three times the slowest speed, 1.5m/s, Table 3, before it stabilized at 

0.56m/s.  
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Figure 14 The assemble model car. At the top is the model car and at the middle and at the bottom are views of 

the mounted components. 
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Table 3 Measurements of the individual performance of the model car (m.c.) 

Measurements Value 

Turning radius of m.c. [m] 0.90 

Slowest continuous speed of m.c. [m/s] 0.56 

Start driving burst of m.c. [m/s] 1.5 

 User interface 5.2

The resulting user interface is shown in Figure 15 with the original 3D view to the left, the 

original controls in the middle and the extended part for controlling the model car to the right. 

A close-up of the model car-part with a custom drawn and a halfway finished travel plan in 

the window is presented in Figure 16. The model car-part shows the window where the user 

can draw a black lined travel plan, the magenta circle is the current position of the model car, 

the magenta line the previous positions of it and the blue squares represent the anchors. The 

green circle and red square indicate the first and last destinations in the travel plan, the gray 

line between them represents that the model car should “Loop” and restart when it has 

reached the last destination.  

The travel plan can either be arbitrary drawn when the draw button is pressed or created from 

a list of four predefined patterns: circle, vertical double circle, horizontal double circle or 90° 

corner. These predefined patterns’ radii and size can be chosen from a spin box and they can 

also be dragged and moved to a desired location in the window. The entire scene in the 

window can be scaled via a spin box to get an appropriate fit of the view. When the travel 

plan has been drawn it can be redrawn, created or discarded. Once the travel plan is created it 

can be sent to the model car and then is the model car ready to start driving. 

 

Figure 15 The resulting entire user interface: 3D view, controls of the 3D view and model car part. 
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Figure 16 Model car user interface. At the top is a window to draw the travel plan and to display the position and 

anchors. At the bottom are the controls for the model car. 

The controls in the model car-part, Figure 16, regarding commands and data to send to the 

model car and controls regarding changing the view in the window consists of buttons and 

spin boxes: 

 start autonomous driving, 

 stop autonomous driving, 

 calibrate the angle of the model car automatically, 

 calibrate the angle of the model car manually by using the adjacent spin box, 

 connect to the model car over WiFi, 

 disconnect from the model car, 
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 clear the position history (magenta line) in the window, 

 update the PID controller gains by using the below spin boxes, 

 update the error margin value by using the adjacent spin box, 

 update the continuous velocity of the model car by using the adjacent spin box, 

 zoom the window by using the adjacent spin box, 

 update the on-time and period parameters of the motor by using the adjacent spin 

boxes. 

Drawing in the window and sending the travel plan to the model car uses the buttons: 

 draw for entering drawing mode, 

 integer spin box for choosing custom or pre-defined drawing patterns, 

 double spin box for choosing radius of pre-defined drawing patterns, 

 loop check box for choosing whether the travel plan (TP) should restart or end at the 

last destination, 

 create TP for locking the drawn TP draft in the window, 

 discard TP for discarding and not sending the TP to the model car, 

 send TP for sending the created TP to the model car. 

The command messages and the continuously sent position are received and parsed in the 

model car allowing autonomous driving. Depending on the received stage from the model car 

the controls are dis-/enabled to only allow correct commands to be sent, e.g. no command/ 

data can be sent unless there is a connection to the model car or the start command cannot be 

sent until the model car is in the Ready stage. Messages in the middle of the user interface 

displays the state of the model car, the yaw angle of the model car and information regarding 

the created travel plan. 

The automatic calibration of the model car works approximately half the times and is 

depending on the car moving a sufficient distance and the positioning system to send a 

position sufficiently fast. The manual calibration works every time. 

 Evaluation of positioning system 5.3
During the evaluation the model car was able to receive and autonomously move along a 

travel plan but could not continuously drive along it. Figure 17 shows the black travel plan 

that the model car should follow and the magenta line that it was measured to have traveled. 

The fastest the model car was allowed to drive was measured to be 0.050m/s, Table 4, and 

this is much lower than the slowest continuous speed it could run at. The allowed slow speed 

of 0.050m/s was achieved by moving approximately 0.20m forward every 4s. This was 

accomplished by having the on-time parameter and period parameter of the motor set to 

160ms and 4000ms respectively. Having an on-time parameter for the model car’s motor, the 

moved distance varied each time but was on average 0.20m. 

While autonomously driving, the model car could detect and stop in front of obstacles and 

resume driving when the obstacle was removed. 
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The positioning system was measured to send a position on average every 0.20s and to have 

an average latency of 4.4s to send the correct and updated, Table 4. Occasionally it took up to 

20s to receive the updated position when the connection to the anchors from the tag was poor. 

Figure 18 shows a completed lap of autonomous driving but where the estimation of the 

position has flaws. The blue circle in Figure 18 marks bad connections between tag and 

anchors resulting in large latency and the red circles mark drift and unrealistic position 

change. The large latency resulted in the model car moving in the same direction longer 

believing it hadn’t arrived yet until an updated position was received. Occasionally the model 

car’s position drifted away from the true position, both while driving and standing still. The 

drift and high latency affected the driving and steering but with the slow driving settings the 

position system corrected itself and the model could finish the travel plan.  

Starting the positioning system and establishing the connection to the tag and anchors worked 

approximately every fifth time where half the failed attempts were due to not connecting to 

the tag and half were not connecting to one or more of the anchors. Once the connection was 

established it lasted circa 5 – 30min before one of the connections was lost and the system 

required restart. 

 

Figure 17 Result of successful automatic driving. Circular travel plan, error margin 20cm while driving. 

Table 4 Measurements of the positioning system's performance. 

Measurements Value 

Fastest allowed speed of model car [m/s] 0.050 

Average time sending a position [s]  0.20 

Average/max latency stabilizing position [s] 4.4/20 
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Figure 18 Result of automatic driving. Drifting position (red circles) and bad connection with high latency (blue) 

In Figure 19 are traveled paths with three different margins of error and two different travel 

plans presented. The traveled path-plots are not an average of the runs but instead represent 

the result from the 10 samples. The plots were chosen by visually comparing the samples. In 

all three cases of error margins the model car could drive autonomously round in a circle, but 

for the sharp corner and an error margin of 10cm the model car missed the end point 30% of 

the times. During the sharp corner test the model car was not able to follow the travel plan 

well directly after the corner in any of the three cases. Figure 19 also shows that there are 

more unstable driving and oscillation for the 10cm error margin than for 15cm and 20cm 

ones, both in circle and sharp corner paths. The average lap times, Table 5, show that the two 

narrower error margins take the longest time to complete the path and the widest error margin, 

20cm, takes the shortest time for both the circle and sharp corner paths, 182s and 82.6s 

respectively. 
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Figure 19 Results and travelled paths (magenta lines) from typical automatic driving during evaluation. Circular 

and sharp corner travel plans (black lines) with different error margins. 

Table 5 Lap times from the evaluation of the merged model car and positioning system for two travel plans with 

three different error margins. 

 Lap time [s] 

Margin of error [cm] Circle, r=1.4m Sharp corner, 2+2m 

10 206 102 

15 189 85.3 

20 182 82.6 
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 LIDAR benefits and incorporation 5.4
The results from the literature study shows that combining the positioning system and model 

car with a LIDAR could generate benefits. The positioning system itself is not essential for 

developing an autonomous vehicle but only using a LIDAR requires scanning of the 

environment in advance and storing of that large amount of scanning data. Using the two 

techniques together, where the positioning system is the main navigation planning tool, the 

LIDAR is the tool to react to a dynamic environment and information about the surroundings 

to a small degree, could result in a time optimal travel and an efficient autonomous vehicle. 

The Scanse Sweep LIDAR could be incorporated in the model car by mounting it on the 

chassis and connecting its USB adapter to the Arduino Yún. The 5VDC supply voltage of the 

Scanse Sweep will need to come from an extra voltage regulator connected to the battery 

since the power provided from the BEC of the RC car isn’t enough for the combined load. 

The Arduino Yún would be able to serially communicate with the Scanse Sweep and collect 

the ranging data using the associated protocol either in the main thread or a separate thread of 

the path-following program in the Atheros processor. This information could then be relayed 

back to the user computer where the obstacle could be displayed and an updated travel plan 

could be generated, manually or automatically, and sent to the model car for continued 

driving.  
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Chapter 6 

6 Discussion and conclusion 

This master thesis work in Electrical Engineering aimed to evaluate an application and 

implementation possibility of Syntronic AB’s indoor UWB positioning system by developing 

an autonomous model car and investigating the potential benefits of integrating a LIDAR in 

the system. This chapter presents the discussion regarding the results from the autonomous 

model car, positioning system, evaluation, user interface and LIDAR investigation. It also 

presents suggestions for future work and conclusions drawn from the thesis work. 

 Autonomous model car and positioning system 6.1
Based on the performed tests on the model car and the positioning system it is possible to 

state that they together can generate an autonomous vehicle that fulfills the initially presented 

specifications. As demonstrated by the tests of the merged systems the user can define a travel 

plan for the model car to follow, from the continuously updated position the model car can 

travel autonomously along the defined travel plan and the model car can detect and stop in 

front of obstacles. This shows a proof of concept of the application possibility and that the 

presented components and approach can accomplish it. 

The model car itself works in the aspect that it can collect the yaw angular data and together 

with its position steer and move to the next destination autonomously. As an evaluation tool 

in this context it works but there is room for improvements. Firstly the slowest continuous 

speed of the model car was too high to be able to use with the positioning system and the 

starting burst of the model car was problematic since it then, including the normal slow speed, 

had driven too far from the delayed position it finally received. If the model car had been able 

to drive continuously and slowly enough it would correspond better to the real usage of e.g. a 

wheelchair since it would be unreasonable for a person and user to accept a start-stopping and 

unsteady ride. The model car would also require being able to turn around its own center axis 

to mimic a wheelchair in a more correct way because its current turning radius is not enough 

for sharp turns as shown during the evaluation. The reason that the model car has a starting 

burst and that it cannot drive slower could reasonably depend on the ESC itself and the 

control technique of the ESC from the RC car part. If another control technique and/or motor 
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were used a slower and smoother speed could be achieved, e.g. PWM control of brushed DC 

motor. But since the model car manages to autonomously drive using the positioning system 

it has then demonstrably been able to evaluate the positioning system, which was its main 

purpose. 

The slowest allowed speed of the model car, 0.050m/s, originates from the limits of the 

positioning system itself. Since the positioning system has an average latency of 4.4s and a 

measuring accuracy of ±10cm the model car needs to move more than 10cm in order for the 

new position to be assumed to have been recorded. A movement of 20cm every 4s turned out 

to be enough for the positioning system to update and calculate a position that was sufficiently 

accurate and fast. The positioning system is able to send a position every 0.20s and this could 

have been the latency of the system but it takes on average 4.4s before the updated position is 

sent thus becoming the actual latency of the system. The difference between the latency (4.4s) 

and movement frequency of the model car (4.0s) of 0.4s then results in that the position which 

the model car receives might be outdated and differ from the real position. This difference 

turned out to be sufficiently small since the model car was still able to complete the travel 

plan. If the model car should be able to continuously drive at its slowest speed, 0.56m/s, and if 

the same distance of 20cm is assumed to be the maximum traveled distance before the 

position must be updated the latency of the positioning system must not exceed 0.35s. 

The settings of the PID control parameters, Table 2, result in just a P controller in the path-

following program where the integral and derivative part has no affect. This could be derived 

from the irregular movement of the model car itself and its steering. The angle of the steering 

is handled by the servo which steers the wheels to the desired angle resulting in the car 

moving directly in the desired direction if the angle is within steering range of the servo. This 

leads to having the 𝐾𝑝-parameter set to 1 since the wheels should reasonable point towards the 

destination at all times. Having the 𝐾𝑖-parameter set to a value greater than 0 would have had 

large impact since the position update is slow and the model car only moves once every 4s. 

This means it could introduce instability. The wait between the movements would accumulate 

the error for not turning which would change the steering angle away from the desired 

destination and it might lead to more oscillation. The 𝐾𝑑-parameter is related to fast changes 

and since there is a fast change every time the position is updated but not in between might 

this parameter be hard to implement at all. If the speed of the model car was higher, the 

steering different or the position updating quicker the parameter setting would most likely be 

different and just a P controller would not suffice. If achieving these changes a PI- or PID-

controller could possibly compensate for occurring systematic errors and disturbances which a 

simple P- controller could not. Having a model car that could drive continuously would 

enable easier tuning of the PID controller gains and it would also make it easier to implement 

other types of controllers to compare to the PID controller since it might not be the optimal 

choice of controller. 

The results from the driving evaluation using a travel plan in a form of a circle and of a sharp 

turn show that an error margin of 20cm gave the fastest lap time and the most stable/less 

oscillating drive. This then demonstrates that the positioning system and the model car best 

work with this error margin. The comparison of the samples in order to determine the most 
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stable one was done visually. This approach is subjective and a statistical method averaging 

the measured data point in order to get the actual average of the samples and extracting the 

variance as well is to prefer instead. The averaged travelled paths could then have been 

compared to the desired travel plan in order to get a value of the difference between them 

which would have made the comparison between different error margins more objective. This 

could also have showed if there were any systematic errors in the autonomous driving and if 

so have helped in eliminating them. Furthermore it could have helped in determining whether 

deviations from the desired travel plan were due to the controlling of the model car or to the 

measuring accuracy of the positioning system itself. This method was not used since it was 

devised in too late of a stage in the work when implementing the data extraction 

programmatically and re-measuring would have taken too long. 

The reason for that the best error margin was showed to be 20cm might be that deeming a 

destination reached is dependent on the error margin itself and the chosen destination. The 

destinations that are compared and the one finally chosen are farther away from the model car 

when having a higher error margin. This means the model car steers to a position farther away 

from it, decreasing the number of sharp turns which results in less oscillation. If the model car 

would be able to drive continuously, the positioning system would have less latency or the 

model car would be able to turn around its own center axis the error margin could possibly be 

decreased while maintaining the accuracy and same level of stable driving. This since the 

20cm movement of the model car every 4s risks it to pass the desired destination without 

correcting the steering appropriately before the updated position is received thus over-

compensation and oscillating driving emerge. If the model car would be able to control 

correctly earlier could the oscillation and lap time possibly decrease and an error margin of 

less than 20cm might be the best alternative since the most accurate driving possible is to 

strive. Decreasing the oscillation would result in a decreased traveled distance and an 

improved lap time of the model car. 

Another option for a smoother driving could be to implement a control that does not aim at 

just the very next destination but weights in the N next destinations. This could decrease the 

amount of sharp turns and the oscillation but consequently make the model car take shortcuts 

in the travel plan. Additionally another option would be to take into account the turning radius 

of the model car when creating travel plans thus never having the scenario of the sharp corner 

test as in the evaluation.  

The evaluation tests regarding driving along the travel plan were chosen with regards to 

investigating an easy and a tough scenario for the model car. The circular travel plan was the 

easy test because the turning could be slight and fairly constant in an optimal case and the 

sharp corner was the tough one because of the limited turning radius of the model car. 

Completing the circular travel plan could have been a mere coincident if the steering was set 

to the precisely correct angle at all times rendering the test worthless but as the trails of the 

model car for all error margins in Figure 19 show the model car adjusted its steering, deviated 

from a perfectly circular path and still completed the whole lap. The ten repetitions of the 

measurements also suggest that the completed course wasn’t just due to luck. The sharp 

corner test shows the limits of the model car’s steering and turning capabilities thus its turning 
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radius should be improved to be able to follow such paths better or be taken into account 

when creating the travel plan, i.e. eliminating too sharp corners altogether.  

 User interface 6.2

The model car part of the user interface itself meets the specified requirements and is able to 

control the model car as intended regarding creating a travel plan and sending the necessary 

data to the model car. The on-time and period parameters of the motor would not have been 

necessary if the model car had been able to drive continuously but this is not the case. Since 

the automatic calibration of the model car only works about half the times this feature could 

be removed thus relying on the manual calibration entirely or its reliability must be improved. 

Instead of displaying the angle of the model car as a number in text the model car could be 

represented by an arrow or something equivalent in order to have a visual representation. The 

magenta line displaying the traveled path could possibly incorporate a color code of the angle 

in order to present as much data as possible in the same figure, i.e. the color of a point on the 

line is equivalent to the angle. This color code could also help in identify drift in the position 

since the model car can’t move sideways. 

It is only possible to draw in 2D in the user interface window thus meaning the travel plan 

will always contain a constant y-coordinate and since the model car can’t move vertically, 

only along the ground plane, the y-coordinate is irrelevant. It could therefore be excluded all 

together in the data sent to the model car in order to decrease the amount of data but since 

neither data transfer or data rates has any negative affect on the system this change will yield 

negligible benefits. 

 LIDAR integration 6.3
LIDAR scanners can be used in various applications and one of them is in autonomous 

vehicles. As the presented investigation of LIDAR showed, section 3.3 LIDAR and 

positioning, the sensor can be the outmost essential component in order to have an 

autonomous vehicle but it can also be the secondary system for navigation. When being a 

secondary navigation system it can instead have the vital responsibility of scanning the 

environment as a perceptive system. The necessity of the LIDAR is then determined by the 

usage of it and what resolution is needed of the perceptive system.  

In combination with the model car and the positioning system a LIDAR would increase the 

ability to detect and see the environment. The current ultra-sonic sonar of the model car has 

the limited ability to only detect obstacles directly in front of the model car and not to suggest 

anything in how to avoid it. The LIDAR could then replace the ultra-sonic sensor completely 

and provide information that could help in avoiding and steering clear of obstacles by 

mapping the scene in all directions. 

When it comes to the specific Scanse Sweep sensor the investigation shows that it is possible 

to integrate it with the current model car. The only hardware modification needed is an 

extended 5VDC regulator for power supply while the USB interface of both the Scanse 

Sweep and Arduino Yún enables serial communication without any adaptation. Depending on 
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the purpose of the LIDAR the necessary processing of the data generated from the Scanse 

Sweep can either be done in the Atheros processor on the Arduino Yún or on the user 

computer. If the LIDAR should only detect obstacles and try to make a simple evasive 

maneuver before resuming the original travel plan the Atheros processor is enough. But if the 

purpose of the LIDAR is similar to the work of Hank & Haddad (2016) where the new 

information might result in an altered travel plan the processing is required to be in the user 

computer. 

 Future work 6.4
During the evaluation of the positioning system some aspects have arisen or not been included 

in the scope of this thesis work but are interesting and would require further work. 

 Reevaluating the positioning system when using a model car that could drive slower 

and with a steering capable of turning it around its center axis. 

 Reevaluating the positioning system after improving its latency and position drift. 

 Implementing a LIDAR and adding a path-finding program related to the travel plan 

that can adapt from the scanning the environment. 

 Investigating how a different controller or different settings of the PID controller 

would affect the autonomous driving and the error margin of arrival. 

 Modifying an indoor vehicle such as a wheelchair to get a prototype to test not just the 

possibility of application but an actual application of positioning system. 

 Conclusion 6.5
The model car that has been developed in this thesis work in order to evaluate Syntronic AB’s 

indoor UWB positioning system can be deemed successful since it has been able to fulfill the 

preset goals of being able to receive a travel plan defined by the user, to receive and interpret 

the position from the positioning system for control purpose, to travel autonomously along the 

defined path and to stop upon detecting obstacles. 

The hardware and components needed to create the model car are a platform which includes 

chassis, motor, power electronics and steering, a control unit capable of handling hardware 

and WiFi communication, an accelerometer/gyroscope and an ultra-sonic sonar. 

The performed evaluation of the merged model car and the positioning system showed that 

the model car was allowed to travel at a maximum speed of 0.05m/s and that the preferred 

error margin was 20cm. The error margin decides when a destination has been reached and 

the model car has arrived to it. The speed of the model car was achieved by moving 20cm 

every 4s meaning there was no continuous driving. The slowest continuous speed of the 

model car is 0.56m/s and it has a turning radius of 0.9m. 

The latency of the positioning system for updating the position, the slowest continuous speed 

of the model car and the turning radius of the model car are aspects that limit the merged 

system the most. Improvements of model car with regards to these aspects would result in a 

better evaluation of the positioning system. 
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Adding a LIDAR to the system could lead to improvements, not necessarily as a navigation 

device but as a perceptive system that could create travel plans adapted to a dynamic 

environment. The LIDAR sensor discussed could be connected to the existing model car since 

the interface is already available and its data could be processed locally on the model car or in 

the user computer depending on the purpose of the data. 
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Appendix A – Motor control program 

Motor control program performed in the ATmega processor on the Arduino board. 

/* This is the program for comtrolling the ESC and steer servo and also   

 * for handling the I2C communiction to the MPU6050 sensor. 

 * The parts markt with "=====" and the libraries "I2Cdev.h" and  

 * "MPU6050_6Axis_MotionApps20.h" are made by Jeff Rowberg. 

 * The rest of the code is made by Martin Svensson, Uppsala University 

 * Jeff Rowbergs code can be acquired at:  

 * https://github.com/jrowberg/i2cdevlib/tree/master/Arduino/ 

 */ 

 

// ================================================ 

// ------------ Author Jew Rowberg ---------------- 

/* I2Cdev device library code is placed under the MIT license 

 * Copyright (c) 2012 Jeff Rowberg 

 *  

 * Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy 

 * of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal 

 * in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights 

 * to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell 

 * copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is 

 * furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions: 

 *  

 * The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in 

 * all copies or substantial portions of the Software. 

 *  

 * THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR 

 * IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, 

 * FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE 

 * AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER 

 * LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, 

 * OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN 

 * THE SOFTWARE. 

*/ 

 

#include "I2Cdev.h" 

#include "MPU6050_6Axis_MotionApps20.h" 

#include <Wire.h> 

 

MPU6050 mpu;            // The accelerometer/gyroscope 

 

#define LED_PIN 13      // Pin connected to on-board LED 

bool blinkState = false; 

 

// MPU control/status vars 

uint8_t mpuIntStatus;   // holds actual interrupt status byte from MPU 

uint8_t devStatus;      // return status after each device operation (0 = success, 

!0 = error) 

uint16_t packetSize;    // expected DMP packet size (default is 42 bytes) 

uint16_t fifoCount;     // count of all bytes currently in FIFO 

uint8_t fifoBuffer[64]; // FIFO storage buffer 

 

// orientation/motion vars 

Quaternion q;           // [w, x, y, z]         quaternion container 

VectorFloat gravity;    // [x, y, z]            gravity vector 

float ypr[3];          // [yaw, pitch, roll]   yaw/pitch/roll container and gravity 

vector 

 

 

// ================================================================ 

// ===               INTERRUPT DETECTION ROUTINE                === 

// ================================================================ 
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volatile bool mpuInterrupt = false;     // indicates whether MPU interrupt pin has 

gone high 

volatile int interruptCount; 

 

void dmpDataReady() { 

    mpuInterrupt = true; 

    interruptCount++; 

    if (interruptCount > 20) {          // Reser buffer if it hasn't been read from 

in a long time 

      mpu.resetFIFO(); 

      interruptCount = 0; 

    } 

} 

// -----------------   END   ---------------------- 

// ================================================ 

 

#include <NewPing.h> 

#include <Servo.h> 

 

// ---- Calibration mode -------- 

//#define CALIBRATE_ESC         // In-/exclude to calibrate the ESC every cold 

reset.  

                              // Needed when changing ESC_MAX, ESC_MIN or ARM_ESC. 

 

// ------- Constants ------------ 

const int ARM_ESC = 1500;     // Set the neutral/start-up ESC value. 

const int ARM_STEER = 90;     // Set the neutral/start-up steering value. 

const int DISTANCE_MAX = 30;  // Set the maximum sense distance of ultra sonic 

sonar and stop distance of the car[cm]. 

const int ESC_MAX = 2000;     // Set the maximum speed of ESC [us]. 

const int ESC_MIN = 1000;     // Set the minimum speed of ESC [us]. 

const int ESC_SLOW = 60;      // Set the offset speed from ARM_ESC for running the 

ESC slowly forward [us]. 

const int STEER_MAX = 119;    // Set the maximum steering angle. 

const int STEER_MIN = 61;     // Set the minimum steering angle. 

 

// ----------- Pins -------------- 

const int PIN_STEER = 9;      // The pin at which the steering servo is attached to 

(Digital pin). 

const int PIN_ESC = 10;       // The pin at which the ESC is attached to (Digital 

pin). 

const int PIN_ECHO = 11;      // The echo pin of the ultra sonic sonar (Digital 

pin). 

const int PIN_TRIGGER = 12;   // The trigger pin of the ultra sonic sonar (Digital 

pin). 

 

// ------ Global variables ------- 

char command;             // Stores the current command, {A, B, C, O, S, V}. 

char rec;                 // Received char from serial link. 

String steerString;       // Steering servo angle as a string. 

String velString;         // ESC speed/velocity as a string. 

String onTimeString;      // On time of the ESC, [ms] 

String periodString;      // Period for the ESC, [ms] 

double steer;             // Steering servo angle. Range [STEER_MIN. STEER_MAX]. 

<90 => steer left, >90 => steer right 

double steerLast;         // The previous steering servo angle. 

double vel;               // ESC speed/velocity. Range [ESC_MIN, ESC_MAX]. 

int distance;             // The instantaneously distance to object in front of 

car. 

int motorSpeed;           // Variable for the speed sent to the ESC. 

int yaw;                  // The yaw angle from the MPU6050. Range [0, 360] 

int yawLast;              // The previous yaw angle from the MPU6050. 

bool start;               // Begin/start signal to run car. 

bool delaySerial = true; 

unsigned long delaySerialMS = 90000;  // Delay the serial communication to let the 

Atheros start properly 

unsigned long onTimeMotorMS = 160;    // Period for how long the motor should drive 

when driving 
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unsigned long periodMotorMS = 4000;   // Period when driving 

unsigned long startPeriodDriving;     // Timestamp when the driving period started 

NewPing sonar(PIN_TRIGGER, PIN_ECHO, DISTANCE_MAX); // Ultra sonic sonar 

Servo carESC;             // ESC 

Servo carSteer;           // Servo steering 

 

// ================================================================ 

// ===                      INITIAL SETUP                       === 

// ================================================================ 

 

void setup() { 

  steer = ARM_STEER;                    // Set output values to idle/neutral  

  vel = ARM_ESC;                        // Better to set vel and motorSpeed = 

ESC_SLOW 

  motorSpeed = ARM_ESC; 

 

  carSteer.attach(PIN_STEER);           // Setup the ESC and servo pins and write 

idle/neutral values. 

  carSteer.write(ARM_STEER); 

  carESC.attach(PIN_ESC);                

  #ifdef CALIBRATE_ESC     

    calibrateESC();                     // If calibration mode 

  #endif 

  carESC.writeMicroseconds(ARM_ESC); 

 

// ================================================ 

// ------------ Author Jew Rowberg ---------------- 

 

  Wire.begin(); 

  Wire.setClock(400000); // 400kHz I2C clock.  

   

  // initialize device 

  mpu.initialize(); 

 

  // verify connection 

  mpu.testConnection(); 

 

  // load and configure the DMP 

  mpu.dmpInitialize(); 

 

  // supply your own gyro offsets here, scaled for min sensitivity 

  mpu.setXGyroOffset(220); 

  mpu.setYGyroOffset(76); 

  mpu.setZGyroOffset(-85); 

  mpu.setZAccelOffset(1788); // 1688 factory default for my test chip 

 

  // turn on the DMP, now that it's ready 

  mpu.setDMPEnabled(true); 

 

  // enable Arduino interrupt detection 

  attachInterrupt(4, dmpDataReady, RISING); // Interrupt number 4 <=> pin 7 

  mpuIntStatus = mpu.getIntStatus(); 

 

  // get expected DMP packet size for later comparison 

  packetSize = mpu.dmpGetFIFOPacketSize(); 

 

  // configure LED for output 

  pinMode(LED_PIN, OUTPUT); 

 

// -----------------   END   ---------------------- 

// ================================================ 

 

  Serial1.begin(115200);                  // Serial between ATmega and Atheros 

  while(!Serial1); 

  Serial1.flush();   

} 

 

// ================================================================ 
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// ===                    MAIN PROGRAM LOOP                     === 

// ================================================================ 

 

void loop() { 

  // wait for MPU interrupt or extra packet(s) available 

  while (!mpuInterrupt && fifoCount < packetSize) { 

    // Main program 

    // Run readAngle frequently to prevent overflow in I2C buffer 

     

    readAngle(); 

    writeAngle(); 

     

    readAngle(); 

    readCommand(); 

     

    readAngle(); 

    writeAngle(); 

     

    readAngle(); 

    readSonar(); 

     

    readAngle(); 

    checkCollision(); 

     

    readAngle(); 

    runCar(); 

  } 

  readAngle(); 

 

  // Blink LED to indicate activity 

  blinkState = !blinkState; 

  digitalWrite(LED_PIN, blinkState); 

 

  // Delay serial communication between ATmega and Atheros 

  if(delaySerial){ 

    if(millis() > delaySerialMS){ 

      delaySerial = false; 

      readAngle(); 

      writeAngle(); 

      Serial1.flush(); 

      while(Serial1.available() > 0){ 

        Serial1.read(); 

      } 

    } 

  } 

} 

 

// ================================================================ 

// ===                         FUNCTIONS                        === 

// ================================================================ 

/* 

 * Break the car by first run idle, run reverse and stop in idle/neutral. 

 * Sets the motorspeed to ARM_ESC (idle). 

 */ 

void breakCar() { 

  carESC.writeMicroseconds(ARM_ESC); 

  motorSpeed = ARM_ESC; 

} 

 

/* 

 * Calibrating the offset between the yaw angle and angle from the position. 

 * Drive slightly froward, stop and send the yaw angle. 

 */ 

void calibrateAngle(){ 

  carESC.writeMicroseconds(ARM_ESC); 

  carSteer.write(ARM_STEER); 

  carESC.writeMicroseconds(ARM_ESC+ESC_SLOW); // Drive forward slowly 

  delaySafe(200);                             // Number of [ms] to drive forward. 
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  breakCar(); 

} 

 

/* 

 * Calibrating the ESC every time there is a cold reset if desired. 

 * Only needed once when changing ESC_MAX, ESC_MIN or ARM_ESC. 

 * This procedure is described in the RC car's manual. 

 */ 

void calibrateESC(){ 

  carESC.writeMicroseconds(ESC_MAX); 

  delay(3500); 

  carESC.writeMicroseconds(ESC_MIN); 

  delay(2500); 

  carESC.writeMicroseconds(ARM_ESC); 

  delay(2500); 

} 

 

/* 

 * Check if an object is too close.  

 * If so: break. If not: run speed at the desired velocity. 

 */ 

void checkCollision() { 

  if (distance < DISTANCE_MAX && distance != 0) {   // Stop the car if there is any 

object too close.  

    breakCar();                                     // distance == 0 <=> distance > 

DISTANCE_MAX 

  } else{ 

    motorSpeed = vel; 

  } 

} 

 

/* 

 * A delay funtction, [ms], that can perform time sensitive task meanwhile delaying 

 */ 

void delaySafe(double delayTimeMS){ 

  unsigned long startTime = micros(); 

  unsigned long stopTime = startTime+delayTimeMS*1000; 

  unsigned long currentTime = startTime; 

   

  while (currentTime < stopTime) { 

    readAngle();                    // Don't want the I2C buffer to be full. 

    currentTime = micros(); 

  } 

} 

 

/* 

 * Read the yaw angle from the MPU-6050 using I2C. Range [0, 359] 

 * Author Jeff Rowberg. 

 */ 

void readAngle() { 

  if (!(!mpuInterrupt && fifoCount < packetSize)){ 

    interruptCount = 0; 

    // reset interrupt flag and get INT_STATUS byte 

    mpuInterrupt = false; 

    mpuIntStatus = mpu.getIntStatus(); 

   

    // get current FIFO count 

    fifoCount = mpu.getFIFOCount(); 

   

    // check for overflow (this should never happen unless our code is too 

inefficient) 

    if ((mpuIntStatus & 0x10) || fifoCount >= 1024) { 

      // reset so we can continue cleanly 

      mpu.resetFIFO(); 

   

    // otherwise, check for DMP data ready interrupt (this should happen 

frequently) 

    } else if (mpuIntStatus & 0x02) { 
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      // wait for correct available data length, should be a VERY short wait 

      while (fifoCount < packetSize) fifoCount = mpu.getFIFOCount(); 

   

      // read a packet from FIFO 

      mpu.getFIFOBytes(fifoBuffer, packetSize); 

       

      // track FIFO count here in case there is > 1 packet available 

      fifoCount -= packetSize; 

       

      // display Euler angles in degrees 

      mpu.dmpGetQuaternion(&q, fifoBuffer); 

      mpu.dmpGetGravity(&gravity, &q); 

      mpu.dmpGetYawPitchRoll(ypr, &q, &gravity); 

   

      yaw = (int)((ypr[0]*180/M_PI)*100);   // Acqurie the yaw angle. Range [-

179.99,179.99]. 

      yaw = map(yaw,-17999,17999,0,359);    // Map to [0, 359] 

      if(yaw != 0){yaw = 360-yaw;}          // yaw decreasing => turning right, yaw 

increasing => turning left. 

      int yawDiff = abs(yaw-yawLast);       // Reset buffer if the values differ 

too much, 

      if (yawDiff>10 && !(yawDiff>355 && yawDiff<365)){      // i.e. the buffer is 

"out of sync". 

        mpu.resetFIFO(); 

        yawLast = yaw; 

      } 

    } 

  } 

} 

 

/* 

 * Read what is coming from the Atheros (Linux) processor over the serial link. 

 * Can be commands or steering or velocity/speed values. 

 * If there is nothing coming, do nothing. 

 */ 

void readCommand() { 

  if (Serial1.available() > 0 && !delaySerial) { 

    while (Serial1.available() > 0) { 

      rec = Serial1.read(); 

      if (rec >= 'A' && rec <= 'Z') { 

        command = rec; 

        switch (command) { 

            case 'A':         // Abort/stop signal 

              breakCar(); 

              start = false; 

              break; 

            case 'B':         // Begin/start signal 

              start = true; 

              startPeriodDriving = millis(); 

              break; 

            case 'C':         // Calibrate 

              calibrateAngle(); 

              start = false; 

              break; 

            default: 

              break; 

        } 

      } else { 

        if ((rec >= '0' && rec <= '9') || rec == '-') { // Not tried with negative 

values yet. 

          switch (command) { 

            case 'S':         // Steering 

              steerString += rec; 

              break; 

            case 'V':         // Velocity/speed 

              velString += rec; 

              break; 

            case 'O':         // On time motor 
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              onTimeString += rec; 

              break; 

            case 'T':         // Period motor 

              periodString += rec; 

              break; 

            default: 

              break; 

          } 

        } 

      } 

      delayMicroseconds(70); 

    } 

    // Convert received data to proper format and limits 

    if(command == 'V' && velString != "") { 

      // Received velocity is within [-100, 100]. Desired [ESC_MIN, ESC_MAX]. 

      vel = velString.toDouble(); 

      vel = constrain(vel, -100, 100); 

      if(vel < 0) 

      { 

        vel = map(vel,-100, 0, ESC_MIN, ARM_ESC); 

      }else if(vel > 0) 

      { 

        vel = map(vel, 0, 100, ARM_ESC, ESC_MAX); 

      }else if(vel == 0) 

      { 

        vel = ARM_ESC; 

      } 

      velString = ""; 

    }                                          

    if(command == 'S' && steerString != "") { 

      // Received steering is within [-25, 25]. Desired [STEER_MIN, STEER_MAX] 

      steer = steerString.toDouble(); 

      steer = constrain(steer, -25, 25); 

      if(steer < 0) 

      { 

        steer = map(steer,-25, 0, STEER_MIN, ARM_STEER); 

      }else if(steer > 0) 

      { 

        steer = map(steer, 0, 25, ARM_STEER, STEER_MAX); 

      }else if(steer == 0) 

      { 

        steer = ARM_STEER; 

      } 

      steerString = ""; 

    } 

    if(command == 'O' && onTimeString != "") { 

      onTimeMotorMS = onTimeString.toDouble(); 

      onTimeString = ""; 

    } 

    if(command == 'T' && periodString != "") { 

      periodMotorMS = periodString.toDouble(); 

      periodString = ""; 

    } 

  } 

} 

 

/* 

 * Read distance to any object in front of the car via the ultra sonic sonar 

 * Slow function. Duration depends on DISTANCE_MAX. 

 */ 

void readSonar() { 

  distance = sonar.ping_cm(); 

} 

 

/* 

 * Run the car by writing the steering and velocity/speed values to the servo and 

ESC. 

 */ 
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void runCar() { 

  if (start) { 

    if (steer != steerLast) { 

      carSteer.write(steer);    // No need to write the same value to the steering 

servo over and over. 

      steerLast = steer; 

    } 

    unsigned long currentTime = millis(); 

    if(currentTime > (startPeriodDriving + periodMotorMS)){ 

      startPeriodDriving = millis(); 

    } 

    if(currentTime < (startPeriodDriving + onTimeMotorMS)){ 

      carESC.writeMicroseconds(motorSpeed);   // The ESC needs a continous signal. 

    }else{ 

      carESC.writeMicroseconds(ARM_ESC); 

    } 

  } else { 

    carESC.writeMicroseconds(ARM_ESC); 

  } 

} 

 

/* 

 * Send yaw angle from the MPU6050 back to the Atheros (Linux) processor 

 * only if the value has changed. Range [0,360].  

 */ 

void writeAngle() { 

  if (yawLast != yaw && !delaySerial) { 

    String msg = ""; 

    if (yaw<10) {             // Ensure to always send yaw as three chars/bytes. 

      msg = "00"+(String) yaw; 

    } else if (yaw<100) { 

      msg = "0"+(String) yaw;  

    } else { 

      msg = (String) yaw; 

    } 

    Serial1.print(msg);       // Write only if yaw has change. Always same number 

of bytes (3). 

    yawLast = yaw; 

  } 

}  
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Appendix B – Path-following program 

Path-following program along with the PID controller library performed on the Atheros 

processor on the Arduino board. 

Path-following program 
#!/usr/bin/python 

 

import math 

import PID 

import serial 

import socket 

import sys 

import threading 

import time 

 

""" ====================================== 

    --------- Global variables ----------- 

    ====================================== 

""" 

simulation = False          ## Simulating of the PC, where no serial connection 

exist 

 

numOfBytes = 3              ## Predefined number of bytes to receive via serial 

comm. from ATmega 

if not simulation: 

    ser = serial.Serial(port = "/dev/ttyATH0", 

                        baudrate = 115200, 

                        timeout = 0.001)## Initiate serial communication between 

Atheros and ATmega 

 

host = '192.168.240.1'      ## IP address of this unit 

if simulation: 

    host = "127.0.0.1" 

port = 6423                 ## Port on this unit used for TCP communication 

 

P = 1.0                     ## Default PID parameters 

I = 0.1 

D = 0.0 

yref = 0.0                  ## Desired process output (yaw angle set point) 

pid = PID.PID(P,I,D)        ## Initiate PID controller 

pid.setSetPoint(yref)       ## Updating the yaw angle set point in PID controller 

 

command = ""                ## Current command of the program. 

commandList = ["A", "B", "C", "D", "E", "G", "K", "O", "P", "Q", "T", "V"]  ## List 

of all commands, not "F" 

state = "uncalibrated"      ## Current state of the program. Start-up 

"uncalibrated" 

stateLast = state           ## The last state of the code 

steer = 0                   ## Desired steering angle of the car, limit [-25, 25] 

steerLast = steer           ## The last desired steering angle 

vel = 12                    ## Default desired velocity/speed of the car, [-100, 

100]. Idle is [-13, 11] 

yaw = 0                     ## Yaw angle of the car. Range [0, 359] 

offsetYawPos = 0.0          ## Offset between the yaw and the angle calculated from 

Pos (thetaYaw-thetaPos) 

setAngle = 0                ## Set the angle of the car to this. Adjust 

offsetYawPos accordingly 

compensatedAngle = 0.0      ## The angle of the car when calibrated 

compensatedAngleLast = 0.0  ## The last angle ot the car when calibrated 

posX = 0                    ## Pos of the car. x and z span the ground plan, i.e. 

they are usefull.  

posY = 0 

posZ = 0 
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posXServer = 0              ## Pos of the car in server 

posYServer = 0 

posZServer = 0 

tpX = []                    ## TP of the car 

tpY = [] 

tpZ = [] 

tpXServer = []              ## TP of the car in server 

tpYServer = [] 

tpZServer = [] 

onTimeMotor = 160 

periodMotor = 4000 

nDestinations = 10          ## Number of destinations compared at the same time. 

Drive to the closest one. 

tpIndex = 0                 ## Tracker for which destination in TP is active 

tpLoop = False              ## Restarting from first position in TP if desired 

tpLoopServer = False 

errorArr = 10               ## Default Error distance to arrival, 10cm 

lastPointErrorArrScale = 2.0## Offset Error distance to arrival for the last point 

in a No-Loop TP. 

keepDriving = False 

 

""" ====================================== 

    ------------ Functions --------------- 

    ====================================== 

""" 

## ====================================== 

## ------------- Server ----------------- 

## ====================================== 

""" TCP server and connection with PC. Parsing the incomming data. 

 

    Receive command:    Start, Stop, Calib., Disconnect, Error, Gain, Pos update, 

Quit, TP update, Vel update 

    Receive data:       Error arrival distance, Gain of PID param., Pos, TP, Vel""" 

def server(host="127.0.0.1", port=6420, maxListen=1): 

    global command, commandList, errorArr, posXServer, posYServer, posZServer, 

setAngle, P, I, D, onTimeMotor, periodMotor 

    global state, stateLast, tpLoopServer, tpXServer, tpYServer, tpZServer, vel 

    global compensatedAngle, compensatedAngleLast 

    print "Thread started" 

    s = socket.socket() 

    while True:             ## Try to bind to a port. If the port is occupied 

        try:                ## and not available yet, retry later. 

            s.bind((host,port)) 

            break 

        except Exception, e: 

            print "Error in server: \t" + str(e) 

            print "Retrying soon" 

            time.sleep(5) 

    s.listen(maxListen)     ## Listen for the client. Only one. 

     

    print "Server started" 

    conn,addr = s.accept()  ## Create a connection to the client 

    print "Connection from: " + str(addr) 

     

    allowedCharList = commandList + ["0", "1", "2", "3", "4", "5", "6", "7", "8", 

"9", ".", "F", "L", "N", "O", "T", "X", "Y", "Z", "P", "I", "D"]  ## Allowed chars 

    commandFinished = True  ## Tell if a command/message is finished 

    commandServer = "" 

    quitServer = False 

    overlappingMsg = False  ## Assume the entire message is not spread over 

multiple messages 

    angleString = ""        ## Parsing strings 

    errorString = ""         

    gainString = "" 

    posString = "" 

    timesString = "" 

    tpString = "" 

    velString = "" 
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    ## ------- SERVER READ ------- 

    while not quitServer: 

        ## Choose action depending on the command in the received data string. 

            ## "A": Stop (abort) the car 

            ## "B": Start (begin) the car 

            ## "C": Calibrate the angle of the car, automatically 

            ## "D": Disconnect and restart server. Wait for new client. Stops the 

car. 

            ## "E": Change desired Error distance for arrived position 

            ## "G": Change PID parameters Gains 

            ## "K": Calibrate the angle of the car, manually 

            ## "O": Change OnTime and Period of motor 

            ## "P": Update the Pos of the car 

            ## "Q": Quit the server and program 

            ## "T": Update the TP of the car 

            ## "V": Change the Velocity/speed of the car 

        if state != stateLast: 

            stateLast = state 

            conn.send(state)            ## Send the current state of the code back 

to client 

            print "Send to client: \t" + str(state) 

        if compensatedAngle != compensatedAngleLast: 

            compensatedAngleLast = compensatedAngle 

            msg = str(int(round(compensatedAngle))) 

            conn.send(msg)              ## Send the current compensated angle back 

to client 

            print "Send to client: \t" + str(compensatedAngle) 

        try: 

            data = conn.recv(256)       ## Receiving data from client. 

                                        ## Must be in format: 

                                        ## 

<command>[<loop><value><variable><value><variable>...]"F" 

                                        ## E.g.: "TL1000X99Y100Z...F"   (TP, Loop, 

1st destination, ...) 

                                        ##     : "G0.99P0.8I0.01DF"     (Gain, 

P=0.99, I=0.8, D=0.001) 

                                        ##     : "BF"                   (Begin) 

        except Exception, e: 

            print "Error in server: \t" + str(e) 

            print "Restarting server" 

            command = "D" 

            return 

        if not data:                    ## Restarting server thread because client 

was lost 

            print "No data received. Restarting server" 

            command = "D" 

            conn.shutdown(socket.SHUT_RDWR) 

            conn.close() 

            return 

 

##        commandFinished = False   ## Removed this 

        dataString = "" 

        for i in data:                  ## Remove any unwanted characters 

            if i in allowedCharList: 

                dataString += i 

        data = dataString 

         

        ## ------- PARSING ------- 

        while len(data) > 0: 

##            commandFinished = False   ## Removed this 

            if data[0] in commandList and commandFinished:  ## Acquire the command 

from the data 

                commandServer = data[0] 

                data = data[1:]             ## Remove command, leave rest of the 

data 

                commandFinished = False ## Added this 

            elif data[0] == "F":            ## The command/message is finished 
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                commandFinished = True 

                data = data[1:]             ## Set data as the data after "F" 

            elif commandFinished:       ## Added this 

                data = data[1:]             ## Non-valid command despite finished, 

check next char in data 

                continue    ## Perhaps not need "continue" 

            else:                           ## Continue parsing as the most recent 

command 

                pass 

             

            if not commandFinished and len(data) > 0:   ##Added "len()" 

                if commandServer == "A":            ## Abort/Stop 

                    if data[0] == "F": 

                        commandFinished = True 

                        data = data[1:] 

                elif commandServer == "B":          ## Begin/Start 

                    if data[0] == "F": 

                        commandFinished = True 

                        data = data[1:] 

                elif commandServer == "C":          ## Calibrate 

                    if data[0] == "F": 

                        commandFinished = True 

                        data = data[1:] 

                elif commandServer == "D": 

                    print "Disconnecting this client upon client request" 

                    quitServer = True 

                    commandFinished = True 

                    break       ## Quitting and restarting server thread by client 

request (Debugging purpose) 

                elif commandServer == "E":          ## Change desired Error 

distance for arrived position 

                    index = 0 

                    for i in data: 

                        if i == "F": 

                            errorArr = int(errorString) 

                            errorString = "" 

                            commandFinished = True 

                            data = data[index+1:] 

                            break 

                        else: 

                            errorString += i 

                        index += 1 

                    if not commandFinished:             ## Empty data if all 

information was extraxted 

                        data = "" 

                elif commandServer == "G":          ## Change PID Gain parameters 

                    index = 0 

                    for i in data: 

                        if i=="P": 

                            P = float(gainString) 

                            gainString = "" 

                        elif i=="I": 

                            I = float(gainString) 

                            gainString = "" 

                        elif i=="D": 

                            D = float(gainString) 

                            gainString = "" 

                        elif i == "F": 

                            commandFinished = True 

                            data = data[index+1:] 

                            break 

                        else:                           ## Get the values from the 

data string. 

                            gainString += i 

                        index += 1 

                    if not commandFinished:             ## Empty data if all 

information was extraxted 

                        data = "" 
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                elif commandServer == "K":          ## Set current angle of car. 

Manually sets the offsetYawPos 

                    index = 0 

                    for i in data: 

                        if i == "F": 

                            setAngle = int(angleString) 

                            angleString = "" 

                            commandFinished = True 

                            data = data[index+1:] 

                            break 

                        else: 

                            angleString += i 

                        index += 1 

                    if not commandFinished:             ## Empty data if all 

information was extraxted 

                        data = "" 

                elif commandServer == "O":          ## Update On time and Period 

motor 

                    index = 0 

                    for i in data: 

                        if i=="O": 

                            onTimeMotor = int(timesString) 

                            timesString = "" 

                        elif i=="T": 

                            periodMotor = int(timesString) 

                            timesString = "" 

                        elif i == "F": 

                            commandFinished = True 

 

                            data = data[index+1:] 

                            break 

                        else:                           ## Get the values from the 

data string. 

                            timesString += i 

                        index += 1 

                    if not commandFinished:             ## Empty data if all 

information was extraxted 

                        data = "" 

                elif commandServer == "P":          ## Update Pos 

                    index = 0 

                    for i in data: 

                        if i=="X": 

                            posXServer = int(posString) 

                            posString = "" 

                        elif i=="Y": 

                            posYServer = int(posString) 

                            posString = "" 

                        elif i=="Z": 

                            posZServer = int(posString) 

                            posString = "" 

                        elif i == "F": 

                            commandFinished = True 

                            data = data[index+1:] 

                            break   

                        else:                           ## Get the values from the 

data string. 

                            posString += i 

                        index += 1 

                    if not commandFinished:             ## Empty data if all 

information was extraxted 

                        data = "" 

                elif commandServer == "T":          ## Update TP 

                    if not overlappingMsg: 

                        overlappingMsg = True 

                        tpXServer = [] 

                        tpYServer = [] 

                        tpZServer = [] 

                    index = 0 
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                    for i in data: 

                        if i == "L":                    ## Decide whether to 

restart from beginning when finished, 

                            tpLoopServer = True 

                        elif i == "N":                  ## or not. 

                            tpLoopServer = False 

                        elif i == "X":                  ## Store X Pos. 

                            tpXServer.append(int(tpString)) 

                            tpString = "" 

                        elif i == "Y":                  ## Store Y Pos. 

                            tpYServer.append(int(tpString)) 

                            tpString = "" 

                        elif i == "Z":                  ## Store Z Pos. 

                            tpZServer.append(int(tpString)) 

                            tpString = "" 

                        elif i == "F":                  ## Command/message finished 

                            commandFinished = True 

                            overlappingMsg = False 

                            data = data[index+1:] 

                            break 

                        else:                           ## Get the values from the 

data string. 

                            tpString += i 

                        index += 1 

                    if not commandFinished:             ## Empty data if all 

information was extraxted 

                        data = "" 

                elif commandServer == "V":          ## Update Velocity 

                    index = 0 

                    for i in data: 

                        if i == "F": 

                            vel = int(velString) 

                            velString = "" 

                            commandFinished = True 

                            data = data[index+1:] 

                            break 

                        else: 

                            velString += i 

                        index += 1 

                    if not commandFinished:             ## Empty data if all 

information was extraxted 

                        data = "" 

                elif commandServer == "Q":          ## Quitting server thread by 

client request (Debugging purpose) 

                    print "Quitting server thread by client request" 

                    quitServer = True 

                    commandFinished = True 

                    break 

                else:                               ## Non-valid command, Added 

this 

                    data = data[1:] 

                 

            if commandFinished:                 ## Finally update Command so that 

Main can act accordingly. 

                i = 0 

                waited = False 

                while command != "" and i < 1000:   ## Wait untill Main has 

processed the previous command. Timeout 1s. 

                    waited = True 

                    time.sleep(0.001) 

                    i += 1 

                command = commandServer             ## Update command even if 

timeout 

                if i >= 1000: 

                    print "Server waited on main too long" 

                elif waited: 

                    print "Time server waited om main: " + str(i) +"ms" 

        ## ------- END PARSING ------- 
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    ## ------- END SERVER READ -------                  

    print "Closing connection to client" 

    conn.shutdown(socket.SHUT_RDWR)     ## Close the connection and socket. 

    if not simulation: 

        s.shutdown(socket.SHUT_RDWR) 

    conn.close() 

    if not simulation: 

        s.close() 

    command = commandServer 

    print "Server closed" 

## ------- END SERVER ------- 

     

## ====================================== 

## ---------- Help functions ------------ 

## ====================================== 

""" Calculate the min distance from the position to nDest number of destinations 

    in the travel plan and skip all the other destinations. 

    @return the distance to the closest destination """ 

def calcDist(): 

    global nDestinations, tpIndex, tpX, tpY, tpZ, posX, posY, posZ 

    nDest = nDestinations 

    dist = [] 

    while tpIndex+nDest-1 >= len(tpX): 

        nDest -= 1 

    for i in range(tpIndex, tpIndex+nDest): 

        xDist = tpX[i]-posX 

        yDist = tpY[i]-posY 

        zDist = tpZ[i]-posZ 

        dist.append((math.sqrt(xDist*xDist+zDist*zDist)))     ## x and z span the 

ground plane. 

    distIndex = 0 

    distRet = dist[distIndex] 

    for i in range(nDest): 

        if dist[i] < distRet: 

            distIndex = i 

            distRet = dist[i] 

    tpIndex += distIndex 

    return distRet 

     

""" Read the yaw angle from the ATmega if it was sent. Range: [0, 359]""" 

def readYaw(): 

    if simulation: 

        return 

    global compensatedAngle, offsetYawPos, yaw 

    if ser.in_waiting > 0: 

        rec = ser.read(numOfBytes) 

        ser.reset_input_buffer() 

        yaw = int(rec) 

        compensatedAngle = yaw-offsetYawPos 

        while compensatedAngle > 360: 

            compensatedAngle -= 360 

        while compensatedAngle < 0: 

            compensatedAngle += 360 

        if state == "uncalibrated": 

            print "Received yaw: " + str(yaw) 

        else: 

            print "Compensated yaw: " +str(compensatedAngle) 

 

## ====================================== 

## ------------- Actions ---------------- 

## ====================================== 

""" Calibrating and getting the offset between yaw angle and the positioning 

system. 

    Simplifying the PID controlling when having the correct angle of the car. 

    Enter "calibrated" state when done.""" 

def calibrating(): 

    global command, compensatedAngle, offsetYawPos, posX, posY, posZ, state, 

stateLast 
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    command = "" 

    readYaw() 

    firstPos = [posX, posY, posZ] 

    firstYaw = yaw 

    secondPos = firstPos 

    secondYaw = firstYaw 

    if not simulation: 

        ser.write("C")                  ## Send calibration command to ATmega. 

Supposed to move a bit forward                   

 

    for i in range(0,100):              ## Wait 10s to receive a new position from 

the PC. 

        if command == "P": 

            updatingPos() 

        time.sleep(0.1) 

    secondPos = [posX, posY, posZ]      ## Acquire new Pos 

     

    readYaw() 

    secondYaw = yaw                     ## Acquire new yaw 

     

    ## Calculate relation yaw and Pos 

    x = secondPos[0]-firstPos[0] 

    y = secondPos[1]-firstPos[1] 

    z = secondPos[2]-firstPos[2] 

    norm = float(math.sqrt(x*x+z*z)) 

    if norm == 0:                       ## Return as "uncalibrated" if no new Pos 

was acquired, 

        state = "uncalibrated"          ## i.e. car didn't move. 

        stateLast = "" 

        command = "" 

        return 

    thetaPos = math.acos(float(x)/norm)*180/math.pi ## Angle from Pos 

    if z < 0: 

        thetaPos = 360-thetaPos 

    thetaYaw = (secondYaw+firstYaw)/2.0 ## Angle from yaw. Average of two values. 

    offsetYawPos = thetaYaw-thetaPos    ## The resulting offset 

 

    if state == "uncalibrated":         ## Next state 

        state = "calibrated" 

    elif state == "calibrated": 

        state = "calibrated" 

    elif state == "ready": 

        state = "ready" 

    stateLast = "" 

    compensatedAngle = yaw-offsetYawPos 

    while compensatedAngle > 360: 

        compensatedAngle -= 360 

    while compensatedAngle < 0: 

        compensatedAngle += 360 

    print "Compensated yaw: " + str(compensatedAngle) 

    print "End state: \t\t" + state 

 

""" Changing the offsetYawPos nalge manually""" 

def changingAngle(): 

    global command, compensatedAngle, offsetYawPos, state, stateLast, setAngle 

    command = "" 

    readYaw() 

    compensatedAngle = setAngle 

    offsetYawPos = yaw - compensatedAngle 

    print "Comp.angle: " + str(compensatedAngle) 

    if state == "uncalibrated":         ## Next state 

        state = "calibrated" 

    elif state == "calibrated": 

        state = "calibrated" 

    elif state == "ready": 

        state = "ready" 

    stateLast = "" 
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""" Changing the error distance which decides when the car has arrived at 

    a destination by client request.""" 

def changingError(): 

    global command, errorArr 

    command = "" 

    print "Error: " + str(errorArr) 

 

""" Changing the PID control parameter gains upon client request.""" 

def changingGain(): 

    global command, P, I, D 

    command = "" 

    ## Change PID 

    pid.setKp(P) 

    pid.setKi(I) 

    pid.setKd(D) 

    print "Paramter: \t" + str(P) + "\t" + str(I) + "\t" + str(D) 

 

""" Changing the On time and Period of the motor.""" 

def changingTimes(): 

    global command, onTimeMotor, periodMotor 

    command = "" 

    if not simulation: 

        ser.write("O"+str(onTimeMotor)) 

        time.sleep(0.5) 

        ser.write("T"+str(periodMotor)) 

    print "Times: \t" + str(onTimeMotor) + "\t" + str(periodMotor) 

     

""" Changing the car velocity upon client request.""" 

def changingVel(): 

    global command, vel 

    command = "" 

    print "Velocity: " + str(vel) + "%" 

     

""" Main driving function. Calculating the desired steering angle of the 

    car by comparing the yaw angle and the angle from the car to the next 

    destination and sending it to the ATmega. Stop upon arrival at the last 

    destination in the travel plan or restart from the first destination. 

    Remain in "driving" state until arrived or stop command.""" 

def driving(): 

    global command, keepDriving, posX, posY, posZ, state, steer, steerLast, 

tpIndex, tpX, tpY, tpZ, yaw, yref 

    command = "" 

    if command == "P": 

        updatingPos() 

    ## Collect yaw from serial 

    readYaw() 

    dist = calcDist() 

    while dist < errorArr:              ## Arrived to next destination in TP? 

        if tpIndex < (len(tpX)-1):      ## Can increase the number of destinations 

to compare. 

            tpIndex += 1 

        elif tpLoop: 

            tpIndex = 0 

        else: 

            stopping() 

            tpIndex = 0 

            print "stopping()" 

            command = "" 

            return 

        if command == "P": 

            updatingPos() 

        dist = calcDist() 

 

    ## If the car should not loop and it is looking for the last destination it has 

larger error of arrival 

    if tpIndex == (len(tpX)-1) and dist < (errorArr*lastPointErrorArrScale) and not 

tpLoop: 

        stopping() 
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        tpIndex = 0 

        print "stopping()" 

        return 

         

    x = tpX[tpIndex]-posX 

    y = tpY[tpIndex]-posY 

    z = tpZ[tpIndex]-posZ 

 

    if dist != 0: 

        yref = math.acos(float(x)/dist)*180/math.pi    ## Angle from Pos to 

destination [deg] 

        if z < 0: 

            yref = 360-yref 

        if (yref-yaw+offsetYawPos) < -180: 

            yref += 360 

        elif (yref-yaw+offsetYawPos) > 180: 

            yref -= 360 

    ## PID control 

    pid.setSetPoint(yref) 

    steer = -int(pid.calcControl(yaw-offsetYawPos))  ## steer > 0: Turn right, 

steer < 0: Turn left. Hardware defined. 

     

    ## Send to car 

    if steer != steerLast: 

        if not simulation: 

            ser.write("S"+str(steer)) 

        steerLast = steer 

    ## Next state 

    keepDriving = True 

    state = "driving" 

 

""" Changing the travel plan upon client request. 

    Enter "ready" state when done.""" 

def receivingTP(): 

    global command, state, tpIndex, tpLoop, tpLoopServer, tpX, tpY, tpZ, tpXServer, 

tpYServer, tpZServer 

    command = "" 

    tpIndex = 0 

    tpX = tpXServer 

    tpY = tpYServer 

    tpZ = tpZServer 

    tpLoop = tpLoopServer 

    print "Length of TP: " + str((len(tpX)+len(tpY)+len(tpZ))/3.0) 

    for i in range(len(tpX)): 

        print "TP["+str(i)+"]:\t" + str(tpX[i]) + " " + str(tpY[i]) + " " + 

str(tpZ[i]) 

    if len(tpX) == 1: 

        tpLoop = False 

    print "tpLoop: " + str(tpLoop) 

    ## Next state 

    state = "ready" 

    print "End state: \t\t" + state 

 

""" Sending start command to the ATmega. 

    Enter "driving" state when done.""" 

def starting(): 

    global command, keepDriving, state 

    command = "" 

    driving() 

    if not simulation: 

        ser.write("B") 

        time.sleep(0.1) 

        ser.write("V"+str(vel)) 

    state = "driving" 

    keepDriving = True 

    print "End state: \t\t" + state 

 

""" Sending stop command to the ATmega. 
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    Enter "ready" state if in "driving" state when done.""" 

def stopping(): 

    global command, keepDriving, state, stateLast 

    command = "" 

    ## Send stop command 

    if not simulation: 

        ser.write("A") 

    ## Next state 

    if state == "driving" or state == "ready": 

        state = "ready" 

    stateLast = "" 

    keepDriving = False 

    print "Car stopped" 

 

""" Updating the position of the car upon client request.""" 

def updatingPos(): 

    ## Change Pos 

    global command, posX, posY, posZ, posXServer, posYServer, posZServer, stateLast 

    command = "" 

    posX = posXServer 

    posY = posYServer 

    posZ = posZServer 

    print "Pos: \t" + str(posX) + "\t" + str(posY) + "\t" + str(posZ) 

    stateLast = "" 

 

## ====================================== 

## ------------ Main loop --------------- 

## ====================================== 

""" The program is setup as a state machine where it changes states upon 

    commands receive from a client via a TCP network. The clients sends 

    commands and optional data. In different states the program reacts 

    to ceratin commands which triggers an action. When an actions is 

    finished the program can either remain or enter a new state. 

 

    Below are the states, commands and actions described. They are 

    distinguished by certain prefixes: 

     

    '#' - state 

    '!' - command 

    '%' - action 

 

    Flow description of states, commands and actions of the program. 

    Each stage can do multiple actions depending on the command: 

     

        #Uncalibrated -> !Calib. -> %Calibrating -> #Calibrated 

                        -> !Calib.man. -> %Calibrating -> 

#Calibrated 

        #Calibrated -> !Calib. -> %Calibrating -> #Calibrated 

                        -> !Calib.man. -> %Calibrating -> 

#Calibrated 

                        -> !Update TP   -> %Receiving TP-> #Ready 

        #Ready         -> !Begin/Start -> %Starting    -> #Driving 

                        -> !Calib. -> %Calibrating -> #Calibrated 

                        -> !Calib.man. -> %Calibrating -> 

#Calibrated 

                        -> !Update TP   -> %Receiving TP-> #Ready 

        #Driving -> !Abort/Stop  -> %Stopping    -> #Ready 

                        -> !Keep driving-> %Driving -> #Driving 

 

        %Driving: %Receive Pos 

                        %Receive Yaw angle 

                        %Extracting next and closest destination position from TP 

                        %Calculating angle and distance to next destination, yref, 

dist 

                        %Arrived: dist < errorArr? 

                        %PID control of steering anlge, yaw-yref 

                        %Sending steering angle, steer 

                        %Sending start 
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                        %Sending stop 

                         

        !Cal.man->  %Calibrate man. %Calibrateby setting offsetYawPos manually 

        !Error ->  %Error change:  %Change desired error distance for 

arrived position 

        !Gain ->  %Gain change:   %Change PID parameter gains 

        !Pos ->  %Pos update:    %Update the current Pos 

        !Quit ->  %Quit:     %Quit the program 

        !Times  ->  %Times update:  %Change the OnTime and Period of the motor 

        !Vel    ->  %Vel change:    %Change Vel of the car 

 

    The commands are a single character which is first one recieved from 

    the client. Further description in "server" function.""" 

def Main(): 

    global command, stateLast, state, compensatedAngle, compensatedAngleLast 

    print "Main() started" 

 

    threadServer = threading.Thread(target=server,args=(host,port,1)) 

    threadServer.start()                ## Start the server in order to receive 

data from PC 

 

    stopping()                          ## Send an initial stop command to the 

ATmega. 

 

    ## The type of operation is determined by the current state 

    ## and received data and command from PC 

    while True:        

        if command == "E":              ## Independent commands 

            changingError() 

        elif command == "G": 

            changingGain() 

        elif command == "K": 

            changingAngle() 

        elif command == "O": 

            changingTimes() 

        elif command == "P": 

            updatingPos() 

        elif command == "V": 

            changingVel() 

        elif command == "D": 

            stopping() 

            threadServer.join() 

            threadServer = threading.Thread(target=server,args=(host,port,1)) 

            threadServer.start() 

        elif command == "Q": 

            stopping() 

            break           ## Quitting 

                                        ## Main principle of the state machine: 

        if state == "uncalibrated":         ## Check current state 

            if command == "C":              ## Check command 

                calibrating()               ## Do action. Enter next stage                    

        elif state == "calibrated": 

            if command == "C": 

                calibrating() 

            elif command == "T": 

                receivingTP() 

        elif state == "ready": 

            if command == "B": 

                starting() 

            elif command == "C": 

                calibrating() 

            elif command == "T": 

                receivingTP() 

        elif state == "driving": 

            if command == "A": 

                stopping() 

            elif keepDriving: 

                driving() 
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        if command != "" and command not in commandList:    ## Added this 

            command = "" 

        if simulation: 

            time.sleep(0.5) 

        time.sleep(0.001) 

    if not simulation: 

        ser.close() 

     

    print "End of Main()" 

    threadServer.join() 

    print "Server thread joined" 

    print "" 

    print "___THE END___" 

    print "" 

## ------ END OF MAIN ---------- 

     

 

if __name__ == "__main__": 

    Main() 

 

PID controller library 
#!/usr/bin/python 

 

""" Proportional-Integral-Derivative (PID) Controller """ 

import time 

 

class PID: 

    """PID Controller """ 

     

    def __init__(self, P=0.2, I=0.0, D=0.0): 

 

        self.Kp = P 

        self.Ki = I 

        self.Kd = D 

         

        self.currentTime = time.time() 

        self.lastTime = self.currentTime 

 

        self.clear() 

 

 

    """ Set the set point and reference output of the process 

        @param newSetPoint the new set point """ 

    def setSetPoint(self, newSetPoint): 

        self.setPoint = newSetPoint 

 

 

    """ Get the set point and reference output of the process 

        @return the current set point """ 

    def getSetPoint(self): 

        return self.setPoint 

     

 

    """ Clears PID computations and coefficients """         

    def clear(self): 

        self.setPoint = 0.0 

 

        self.PTerm = 0.0 

        self.ITerm = 0.0 

        self.DTerm = 0.0 

        self.lastError = 0.0 

 

        # Windup Guard 

        self.intError = 0.0 

        self.windupGuard = 20.0 
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    """ Calculates the control variable u(t) which is the process input 

        given the measured output according to: 

        u(t) = K_p*e(t)+K_i*\int_{0}^{t}e(t)dt+K_d*{de}/{dt} 

        @param measured_output the measured output from the process. 

        @return the control variable to the process. """ 

    def calcControl(self, measuredOutput): 

        error = self.setPoint - measuredOutput 

 

        self.currentTime = time.time() 

        deltaTime = self.currentTime - self.lastTime 

        deltaError = error - self.lastError 

 

        self.PTerm = error                  # Calculate the proportional term 

        self.ITerm += error * deltaTime     # Calculate the integral term 

 

        if (self.ITerm < -self.windupGuard):   # Check if within guard interval 

            self.ITerm = -self.windupGuard 

        elif (self.ITerm > self.windupGuard): 

            self.ITerm = self.windupGuard 

 

        # Calculate the derivative term 

        self.DTerm = 0.0 

        if deltaTime > 0:   

            self.DTerm = deltaError/deltaTime    

 

        # Remember last time and last error for next calculation 

        self.lastTime = self.currentTime 

        self.lastError = error 

 

        # Calculate the final control variable 

        return (self.Kp*self.PTerm)+(self.Ki*self.ITerm)+(self.Kd*self.DTerm) 

 

 

    """ Set the proportional gain, Kp """ 

    def setKp(self, Kp): 

        self.Kp = Kp 

 

 

    """ Set the integral gain, Ki """ 

    def setKi(self, Ki): 

        self.Ki = Ki 

 

 

    """ Set the derivative gain, Kd """ 

    def setKd(self, Kd): 

        self.Kd = Kd 

 

 

    """ Integral windup, also known as integrator windup or reset windup, 

        refers to the situation in a PID feedback controller where 

        a large change in setpoint occurs (say a positive change) 

        and the integral terms accumulates a significant error 

        during the rise (windup), thus overshooting and continuing 

        to increase as this accumulated error is unwound 

        (offset by errors in the other direction). 

        The specific problem is the excess overshooting. """ 

    def setWindup(self, windup): 

        self.windupGuard = windup   
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Appendix C – User interface program 

Code of the extended part of the positioning system performed on the user computer. 

tcpsocket.h 
#ifndef TCPSOCKET_H 

#define TCPSOCKET_H 

 

#include <QDebug> 

#include <QTcpSocket> 

#include <QThread> 

#include <QTime> 

#include <configuration.h> 

 

class TCPSocket : public QObject 

{ 

    Q_OBJECT 

public: 

    explicit TCPSocket(QObject *parent = nullptr); 

    ~TCPSocket(); 

    void init(Configuration *); 

    void extractNetworking(QString); 

    void sendMessage(QByteArray, int timeOut = 10); 

 

    QString getStateCar(); 

    bool getIsConToHost(); 

    qint64 getSentBytes(); 

 

signals: 

    /* low to high */ 

    void stateCarSig(QString); 

    void stateTCPSig(QString); 

    void networkingDataSig(QString, int); 

 

public slots: 

    /* high to low */ 

    void startCarSlot(); 

    void stopCarSlot(); 

    void calibrateSlot(); 

    void calibrateManSlot(int); 

    void connectCarSlot(); 

    void disconnectCarSlot(); 

    void sendTPSlot(QVector<QByteArray>); 

    void sendPIDSlot(float, float, float); 

    void sendTimesSlot(int, int); 

    void sendErrorSlot(int); 

    void sendVelocitySlot(int); 

 

    void sendPositionSlot(QVector<float>); 

    void sendPositionSlot(QVector<QVector3D>); 

 

    /* low to high */ 

    void connectedSlot(); 

    void disconnectedSlot(); 

    void receiveSlot(); 

 

private: 

    QTime t; 

    Configuration *_conf; 

    QTcpSocket *_socket; 

    bool _isConToHost; 

    qint64 _sentBytes; 

    QString _stateCar; 

    QString _stateTCP; 
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    QString _host = "192.168.240.1";    // Default host IP 

    int _port = 6420;                   // Default host port 

    int _maxSizeMsg = 512; 

    QByteArray _posMessage; 

    QByteArray _posMessageLast; 

}; 

#endif // TCPSOCKET_H 

tcpsocket.cpp 
#include "tcpsocket.h" 

 

TCPSocket::TCPSocket(QObject *parent) : QObject(parent) 

{ 

    _socket = new QTcpSocket(this); 

    t.start(); 

 

    connect(_socket,SIGNAL(connected()),this,SLOT(connectedSlot())); 

    connect(_socket,SIGNAL(disconnected()),this,SLOT(disconnectedSlot())); 

    connect(_socket,SIGNAL(readyRead()),this,SLOT(receiveSlot())); 

} 

 

TCPSocket::~TCPSocket() 

{ 

    sendMessage("D"); 

    _socket->close(); 

    delete _socket; 

    delete _conf; 

} 

 

void TCPSocket::init(Configuration *conf) 

{ 

    this->_conf = conf; 

} 

 

/* 

 * Check if the client is connected to the server 

 * @return true/false if connected to the server 

 **/ 

bool TCPSocket::getIsConToHost() 

{ 

    return _isConToHost; 

} 

 

/* 

 * Check what state the car is in 

 * @return state of the car 

 **/ 

QString TCPSocket::getStateCar() 

{ 

    return _stateCar; 

} 

 

/* 

 * Sends arbitrary message to server 

 * @param message the message to send 

 **/ 

void TCPSocket::sendMessage(QByteArray message, int timeOut) 

{ 

    if(!_isConToHost) 

    { 

        qDebug() << "Not connected, no message sent."; 

        return; 

    } 

    message += "\r\n\r\n"; 

    if(message.size() > _maxSizeMsg) 

    { 

        emit stateTCPSig("Too long message: >"+QString::number(_maxSizeMsg)); 

        return; 
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    } 

    _socket->write(message); 

    if(!_socket->waitForBytesWritten(timeOut)) 

    { 

        emit stateTCPSig(_socket->errorString()); 

        qDebug() << "Not sent"; 

    } 

} 

 

void TCPSocket::extractNetworking(QString fileName) 

{ 

    _conf->configFile = new QFile(); 

    _conf->configFile->setFileName(fileName); 

    _conf->parseConfigFile(_conf->configFile); 

 

    _host = _conf->getIPAddress(); 

    _port = _conf->getPort(); 

    emit networkingDataSig(_host, _port); 

} 

 

// ------------ Slots -------- 

/* 

 * Slot for connected signal from the TCP connetion from the QTCPSocket. 

 **/ 

void TCPSocket::connectedSlot() 

{ 

    _isConToHost = true; 

    _stateTCP = "connected"; 

    emit stateTCPSig(_stateTCP); 

} 

 

/* 

 * Slot for disconnected signal from the TCP connetion from the QTCPSocket. 

 **/ 

void TCPSocket::disconnectedSlot() 

{ 

    // If connecting to a "bad" host, this signal is emitted immidiatly 

    // and picked up by this slot. 

    _isConToHost = false; 

    _stateTCP = "disconnected"; 

    emit stateTCPSig(_stateTCP); 

    emit stateTCPSig(_socket->errorString()); 

} 

 

/* 

 * Receive slot from the QTCPSocket _socket's readyRead() signal. 

 * Emits the received message which is assumed to be the state or 

 * angle of the car. 

 **/ 

void TCPSocket::receiveSlot() 

{ 

    _stateCar = _socket->readAll(); 

    emit stateCarSig(_stateCar); 

} 

 

/* 

 * Sends the position to the model car in [cm] 

 * @param position the position of the tag. 

 * The message must be in format: 

 * "P<x_pos>X<y_pos>Y<z_pos>ZF". Where "P" means "Position", "F" "Finished" 

 * E.g: P1234X5678Y9012ZF 

 **/ 

void TCPSocket::sendPositionSlot(QVector<float> pos) 

{ 

    int x = qRound(pos.value(0)*100); 

    int y = qRound(pos.value(1)*100); 

    int z = qRound(pos.value(2)*100); 

    _posMessage = "P"; 
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    _posMessage += QString::number(x); 

    _posMessage += "X"; 

    _posMessage += QString::number(y); 

    _posMessage += "Y"; 

    _posMessage += QString::number(z); 

    _posMessage += "Z"; 

    _posMessage += "F"; 

    if(_posMessage != _posMessageLast) 

    { 

        sendMessage(_posMessage); 

        _posMessageLast = _posMessage; 

    } 

} 

 

void TCPSocket::sendPositionSlot(QVector<QVector3D> pos3D) 

{ 

    QVector<float> posFloat; 

    posFloat.append(pos3D.value(0).x()); 

    posFloat.append(pos3D.value(0).y()); 

    posFloat.append(pos3D.value(0).z()); 

    sendPositionSlot(posFloat); 

} 

 

/* 

 * Sends start command to the model car 

 **/ 

void TCPSocket::startCarSlot() 

{ 

    QByteArray msg = "BF"; 

    sendMessage(msg); 

} 

 

/* 

 * Sends stop command to the model car 

 **/ 

void TCPSocket::stopCarSlot() 

{ 

    sendMessage("AF"); 

    QThread::msleep(100); 

    sendMessage("AF"); 

} 

 

/* 

 * Sends calibrate command to the model car 

 **/ 

void TCPSocket::calibrateSlot() 

{ 

    sendMessage("CF"); 

} 

 

/* 

 * Sends calibrate angle to model car 

 **/ 

void TCPSocket::calibrateManSlot(int angle) 

{ 

    QByteArray message = "K"; 

    message += QString::number(angle); 

    message += "F"; 

    sendMessage(message); 

} 

 

/* 

 * Connect to the server. Uses the IP address and port number 

 * specified in configuration .json file. 

 **/ 

void TCPSocket::connectCarSlot() 

{ 

    _socket->connectToHost(_host, _port); 
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    if(!_socket->waitForConnected(1000)) 

    { 

        emit stateTCPSig(_socket->errorString()); 

        qDebug() << "tcp:" << _socket->errorString(); 

    } 

} 

 

/* 

 * Disconnect from the server 

 **/ 

void TCPSocket::disconnectCarSlot() 

{ 

    sendMessage("DF"); 

    _socket->close(); 

} 

 

/* 

 * Sends the Travel Plan to the model car 

 * @param tp the Travel Plan of the car divided in smaller messages. Must be in 

format: 

 * "<loop><x_pos1>X<y_pos1>Y<z_pos1>Z<x_pos2>X<y_pos2>Y<z_pos2>Z... 

 * ...<x_posN>X<y_posN>Y<z_posN>Z" in each message but <loop> only int first. 

 * Adds "T" (Travel Plan) to the start of the first and 

 * "F" (Finished) at the end of the last. The <loop> can be either "L" as in "loop" 

or "N" as in "not loop". 

 * E.g: #1: N1234X5678Y9102Z1250X6000Y8999Z1300X7000Y8500Z 

 *      #2: 123X567Y910Z125X600Y899Z130X700Y850Z 

 *      ... 

 **/ 

void TCPSocket::sendTPSlot(QVector<QByteArray> tp) 

{ 

    QByteArray message; 

    for(int i = 0; i < tp.size(); i++) 

    { 

        message = ""; 

        if(i==0) 

        { 

            message.append("T");   // Add leading char to first message 

        } 

        message.append(tp.value(i)); 

        if(i == tp.size()-1) 

        { 

            message.append("F");    // Add terminating char to last message 

        } 

        sendMessage(message, 100); 

    } 

} 

 

/* 

 * Sends PID parameter settings to the model car 

 * @param Kp the proportional gain 

 * @param Ki the integral gain 

 * @param Kd the derivative gain 

 **/ 

void TCPSocket::sendPIDSlot(float Kp, float Ki, float Kd) 

{ 

    QByteArray message = "G"; 

    message += QString::number(Kp, 'g', 3); 

    message += "P"; 

    message += QString::number(Ki, 'g', 3); 

    message += "I"; 

    message += QString::number(Kd, 'g', 3); 

    message += "D"; 

    message += "F"; 

    sendMessage(message); 

} 

 

/* 
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 * Sends the On time and Period of the motor to the model car 

 * @param onTime the On time 

 * @param period the Period 

 */ 

void TCPSocket::sendTimesSlot(int onTime, int period) 

{ 

    QByteArray message = "O"; 

    message += QString::number(onTime); 

    message += "O"; 

    message += QString::number(period); 

    message += "T"; 

    message += "F"; 

    sendMessage(message); 

} 

 

/* 

 * Sends Error parameter to the model car 

 * @param error the error 

 **/ 

void TCPSocket::sendErrorSlot(int error) 

{ 

    QByteArray message = "E"; 

    message += QString::number(error); 

    message += "F"; 

    sendMessage(message); 

} 

 

/* 

 * Sends Velocity to the model car 

 * @param velocity the velocity 

 **/ 

void TCPSocket::sendVelocitySlot(int velocity) 

{ 

    QByteArray message = "V"; 

    message += QString::number(velocity); 

    message += "F"; 

    sendMessage(message); 

} 

travelplan.h 
#ifndef TRAVELPLAN_H 

#define TRAVELPLAN_H 

 

#include <QDebug> 

#include <QGraphicsScene> 

#include <QGraphicsSceneEvent> 

#include <QRectF> 

#include <QWidget> 

#include "travelplanscene.h" 

 

namespace Ui { 

    class TravelPlan; 

} 

 

class TravelPlan : public QWidget 

{ 

    Q_OBJECT 

 

public: 

    explicit TravelPlan(QWidget *parent = 0); 

    ~TravelPlan(); 

    void setAnchorPositions(QVector<QVector3D>); 

 

private slots: 

    /* low to high */ 

    void startSlot(); 

    void stopSlot(); 

    void calibrateSlot(); 
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    void calibrateManSlot(); 

    void connectSlot(); 

    void disconnectSlot(); 

    void clearPosSlot(); 

    void updatePIDSlot(); 

    void updateTimesSlot(); 

    void updateErrorSlot(); 

    void updateVelocitySlot(); 

 

    void drawTPSlot(); 

    void predrawnPathsChangedSlot(int); 

    void radiusPredrawnPathsChangedSlot(double); 

    void loopTPSlot(int); 

    void createTPSlot(); 

    void discardTPSlot(); 

    void sendTPSlot(); 

 

    void mouseCoordinateSlot(QPointF, int); 

    void zoomChangedSlot(int); 

 

public slots: 

    /* high to low */ 

    void positionSlot(QVector<float>); 

    void stateCarSlot(QString); 

    void stateTCPSlot(QString); 

    void networkingDataSlot(QString, int); 

 

signals: 

    /* low to high */ 

    void startCarSig(); 

    void stopCarSig(); 

    void calibrateSig(); 

    void calibrateManSig(int); 

    void connectCarSig(); 

    void disconnectCarSig(); 

    void sendTPSig(QVector<QByteArray>); 

    void sendPIDSig(float, float, float); 

    void sendTimesSig(int, int); 

    void sendErrorSig(int); 

    void sendVelocitySig(int); 

 

private: 

    void anchorPosToPixel(); 

    void createTPInfo(QVector<QPointF>, QPainterPath, bool); 

    QPainterPath createScaledPath(QVector<QPointF>); 

    void displayPathsPoints(QVector<QPointF>, bool, bool); 

    void drawAnchors(); 

    void drawPos(); 

    void drawPosHist(); 

    void loadPredrawnPath(); 

    QPointF posToPixel(QPointF); 

    QPointF pixelToPos(QPointF); 

    void setPosition(QVector3D); 

    QVector<QByteArray> tpPointsToMSG(QVector<QPointF>, bool); 

 

    Ui::TravelPlan *_ui; 

    TravelPlanScene *_scene; 

    QGraphicsPathItem *_tpPathItem; 

    QGraphicsPathItem *_tpLoopItem; 

    QGraphicsPathItem *_posHistItem; 

    QGraphicsEllipseItem *_startPointItem; 

    QGraphicsRectItem *_endPointItem; 

    QVector<QGraphicsRectItem *> _anchorItems; 

    QGraphicsEllipseItem *_posItem; 

    QRectF *_startPointIcon; 

    QRectF *_endPointIcon; 

    QBrush *_anchorBrush; 

    QBrush *_posBrush; 
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    QBrush *_startPointBrush; 

    QBrush *_endPointBrush; 

 

    bool _loopTP = false; 

    bool _loopTPDraft = false; 

    bool _drawingMode = false; 

    bool _dispDraft = false; 

    bool _tpCreated = false; 

    QPointF _posReal;                   // Real position, [m] 

    QVector<QPointF> _posRealHist;      // History of positions, [m] 

    QPointF _posPixel;                  // Position in pixel points 

    QVector<QByteArray> _tp;            // Real TP, [cm] 

    QVector<QPointF> _tpReal;           // TP in real points 

    QVector<QPointF> _tpRealDraft;      // TP draft in real points 

    QVector<QPointF> _anchorPosReal;    // Real anchor positions, [m] 

    QVector<QPointF> _anchorPosPixel;   // Anchor pos in pixelpoints 

    QVector<QPointF> _predrawnPathReal; 

    QPointF _anchorCenterReal;          // Centre of the anchor positions 

    QPointF _centerPredrawnPathReal; 

    QString _tpInfo; 

    QString _stateCar; 

    QString _stateTCP; 

    QString _host; 

    int _port; 

    int _predrawnPathNumb; 

    float _radiusPredrawnPaths = 1; 

    int _zoomLevel = 4;         // Default zoom. 

    float _maxPixelSize = 0.1;  // Maximum pixel size on screen, [m]. 

    float _tpResolution = 0.01; // Resolution of the TP sent to the car. This is 

hardcoded in the model car. [m] 

    float _tpMinDist = 0.05;    // Minimum distance between to points in the TP [m] 

    float _sizeAnchors = 12; 

    float _sizePos = 8; 

    float _sizeStartPoint = 8; 

    float _sizeEndPoint = 8; 

    int _maxTPSize = 1000; 

    int _pointsPerMsg = 10; 

}; 

 

#endif // TRAVELPLAN_H 

travelplan.cpp 
#include "travelplan.h" 

#include "ui_travelplan.h" 

 

TravelPlan::TravelPlan(QWidget *parent) : 

    QWidget(parent), 

    _ui(new Ui::TravelPlan) 

{ 

    _ui->setupUi(this); 

 

    _scene = new TravelPlanScene(this); 

    _ui->tpView->setScene(_scene); 

 

    _tpPathItem = _scene->addPath(QPainterPath(),QPen(Qt::black, 3)); 

    _tpLoopItem = _scene->addPath(QPainterPath(),QPen(Qt::gray, 3)); 

    _posHistItem = _scene->addPath(QPainterPath(),QPen(Qt::magenta, 2)); 

 

    _posBrush= new QBrush(Qt::magenta); 

    _anchorBrush = new QBrush(Qt::blue); 

    _startPointBrush = new QBrush(Qt::green); 

    _endPointBrush = new QBrush(Qt::red); 

 

    _posItem = _scene->addEllipse(QRectF(), QPen(), *_posBrush); 

    _startPointItem = _scene->addEllipse(QRectF(), QPen(), *_startPointBrush); 

    _endPointItem = _scene->addRect(QRectF(), QPen(), *_endPointBrush); 

 

    /* From ui to this */ 
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    QObject::connect(_ui->startButton, SIGNAL(clicked()), 

                     this, SLOT(startSlot()), 

                     Qt::UniqueConnection); 

    QObject::connect(_ui->stopButton, SIGNAL(clicked()), 

                     this, SLOT(stopSlot()), 

                     Qt::UniqueConnection); 

    QObject::connect(_ui->calibrateButton, SIGNAL(clicked()), 

                     this, SLOT(calibrateSlot()), 

                     Qt::UniqueConnection); 

    QObject::connect(_ui->calibrateManButton, SIGNAL(clicked()), 

                     this, SLOT(calibrateManSlot()), 

                     Qt::UniqueConnection); 

    QObject::connect(_ui->connectButton, SIGNAL(clicked()), 

                     this, SLOT(connectSlot()), 

                     Qt::UniqueConnection); 

    QObject::connect(_ui->disconnectButton, SIGNAL(clicked()), 

                     this, SLOT(disconnectSlot()), 

                     Qt::UniqueConnection); 

    QObject::connect(_ui->clearPosButton, SIGNAL(clicked()), 

                     this, SLOT(clearPosSlot()), 

                     Qt::UniqueConnection); 

    QObject::connect(_ui->drawTPButton, SIGNAL(clicked()), 

                     this, SLOT(drawTPSlot()), 

                     Qt::UniqueConnection); 

    QObject::connect(_ui->predrawnPaths, SIGNAL(valueChanged(int)), 

                     this, SLOT(predrawnPathsChangedSlot(int)), 

                     Qt::UniqueConnection); 

    QObject::connect(_ui->radiusPredrawnPaths, SIGNAL(valueChanged(double)), 

                     this, SLOT(radiusPredrawnPathsChangedSlot(double)), 

                     Qt::UniqueConnection); 

    QObject::connect(_ui->loopTPCheck, SIGNAL(stateChanged(int)), 

                     this, SLOT(loopTPSlot(int)), 

                     Qt::UniqueConnection); 

    QObject::connect(_ui->createTPButton, SIGNAL(clicked()), 

                     this, SLOT(createTPSlot()), 

                     Qt::UniqueConnection); 

    QObject::connect(_ui->discardTPButton, SIGNAL(clicked()), 

                     this, SLOT(discardTPSlot()), 

                     Qt::UniqueConnection); 

    QObject::connect(_ui->sendTPButton, SIGNAL(clicked()), 

                     this, SLOT(sendTPSlot()), 

                     Qt::UniqueConnection); 

    QObject::connect(_ui->updatePIDButton, SIGNAL(clicked()), 

                     this, SLOT(updatePIDSlot()), 

                     Qt::UniqueConnection); 

    QObject::connect(_ui->updateTimesButton, SIGNAL(clicked()), 

                     this, SLOT(updateTimesSlot()), 

                     Qt::UniqueConnection); 

    QObject::connect(_ui->updateErrorButton, SIGNAL(clicked()), 

                     this, SLOT(updateErrorSlot()), 

                     Qt::UniqueConnection); 

    QObject::connect(_ui->updateVelocityButton, SIGNAL(clicked()), 

                     this, SLOT(updateVelocitySlot()), 

                     Qt::UniqueConnection); 

    QObject::connect(_ui->zoomLevel, SIGNAL(valueChanged(int)), 

                     this, SLOT(zoomChangedSlot(int)), 

                     Qt::UniqueConnection); 

 

    /* From TravelPlanScene to this */ 

    QObject::connect(_scene, SIGNAL(mouseCoordinateSig(QPointF, int)), 

                     this, SLOT(mouseCoordinateSlot(QPointF, int)), 

                     Qt::UniqueConnection); 

 

    // Start-up 

    _ui->zoomLevel->setValue(_zoomLevel); 

    zoomChangedSlot(_zoomLevel); 

    stateTCPSlot("disconnected"); 

    _ui->tpInfo->setText("No travel plan created yet"); 
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} 

 

TravelPlan::~TravelPlan() 

{ 

    delete _ui; 

    delete _scene; 

    delete _tpPathItem; 

    delete _tpLoopItem; 

    delete _startPointItem; 

    delete _endPointItem; 

    delete _startPointIcon; 

    delete _endPointIcon; 

    delete _startPointBrush; 

    delete _endPointBrush; 

    delete _anchorBrush; 

    for(int i = _anchorItems.size(); i < 0; i--) 

    { 

        delete _anchorItems.at(i); 

    } 

    delete _posItem; 

    delete _posBrush; 

} 

 

void TravelPlan::anchorPosToPixel() 

{ 

    _anchorPosPixel.clear(); 

    for(int i = 0; i<_anchorPosReal.size(); i++) 

    { 

        _anchorPosPixel.append(posToPixel(_anchorPosReal.at(i))); // Negate to set 

real z-axis as the negative scene y-axis 

    } 

} 

 

QPainterPath TravelPlan::createScaledPath(QVector<QPointF> tpReal) 

{ 

    QPainterPath path; 

    if(!tpReal.isEmpty()) 

    { 

        path.moveTo(posToPixel(tpReal.first()));      

        for(int i = 1; i < tpReal.size(); i++) 

        { 

            path.lineTo(posToPixel(tpReal.value(i))); 

        } 

    }else 

    { 

        path.moveTo(0,0); 

    } 

    return path; 

} 

 

void TravelPlan::createTPInfo(QVector<QPointF> points, QPainterPath path, bool 

loop) 

{ 

    _tpInfo = "Points: "; 

    _tpInfo += QString::number(points.size()); 

    _tpInfo += ", Loop: "; 

    if(loop) 

    { 

        _tpInfo += "Yes"; 

    }else 

    { 

        _tpInfo += "No"; 

    } 

    _tpInfo += ", Length: "; 

    _tpInfo += QString::number(path.length()/10/_zoomLevel, 'g', 4); 

    _tpInfo += "m"; 

} 
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void TravelPlan::displayPathsPoints(QVector<QPointF> tp, bool loop, bool 

dispPoints) 

{ 

    if(tp.isEmpty()) 

    { 

        // If there is no previously sent TP, display no start or end point 

        _startPointItem->setRect(QRectF()); 

        _endPointItem->setRect(QRectF()); 

        _tpLoopItem->setPath(QPainterPath()); 

        _tpPathItem->setPath(QPainterPath()); 

        return; 

    } 

    // Display the desired TP 

    _tpPathItem->setPath(createScaledPath(tp)); 

 

    //Display the desired loop path and start/stop points 

    if(loop) 

    {   // Create a path from stop to start point if loop is checked 

        QPainterPath *loopPath = new QPainterPath(posToPixel(tp.first())); 

        loopPath->lineTo(posToPixel(tp.last())); 

        _tpLoopItem->setPath(*loopPath); 

        delete loopPath; 

    }else 

    {   // Display no loop path if unchecked 

        _tpLoopItem->setPath(QPainterPath()); 

    } 

    if(dispPoints) 

    { 

        // Set coordinates for start and stop icons 

        _startPointIcon = new QRectF(tp.first().x()/_maxPixelSize*_zoomLevel-

_sizeStartPoint/2, 

                                     -tp.first().y()/_maxPixelSize*_zoomLevel-

_sizeStartPoint/2,   // Negate to transform from real to scene coordinates 

                                     _sizeStartPoint, 

                                     _sizeStartPoint); 

        _endPointIcon = new QRectF(tp.last().x()/_maxPixelSize*_zoomLevel-

_sizeEndPoint/2, 

                                   -tp.last().y()/_maxPixelSize*_zoomLevel-

_sizeEndPoint/2,        // Negate to transform from real to scene coordinates 

                                   _sizeEndPoint, 

                                   _sizeEndPoint); 

 

        // Update start and stop icons which are displayed on the scene 

        _startPointItem->setRect(*_startPointIcon); 

        _endPointItem->setRect(*_endPointIcon); 

    }else 

    {   // If there is no previously sent TP, display no start or end point 

        _startPointItem->setRect(QRectF()); 

        _endPointItem->setRect(QRectF()); 

    } 

} 

 

void TravelPlan::drawAnchors() 

{ 

    anchorPosToPixel(); 

    // Draw the anchors. 

    for(int i = 0; i < _anchorPosPixel.size(); i++) 

    { 

        _anchorItems.at(i)->setRect(QRectF(_anchorPosPixel.at(i).x()-

_sizeAnchors/2, 

                                           _anchorPosPixel.at(i).y()-

_sizeAnchors/2, 

                                           _sizeAnchors, _sizeAnchors)); 

    } 

} 

void TravelPlan::drawPos() 

{ 

    _posPixel = posToPixel(_posReal); 
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    // Draw the position 

    _posItem->setRect(QRect(_posPixel.x()-_sizePos/2, 

                            _posPixel.y()-_sizePos/2, 

                            _sizePos, _sizePos)); 

} 

 

void TravelPlan::drawPosHist() 

{ 

//    return; 

    _posHistItem->setPath(createScaledPath(_posRealHist)); 

} 

 

void TravelPlan::loadPredrawnPath() 

{ 

    _tpRealDraft.clear(); 

    for(int i = 0; i < _predrawnPathReal.size(); i++) 

    { 

        _tpRealDraft.append(_predrawnPathReal.value(i) + _centerPredrawnPathReal); 

    } 

} 

 

QPointF TravelPlan::posToPixel(QPointF posReal) 

{ 

    QPointF posPixel; 

    posPixel.setX(posReal.x()/_maxPixelSize*_zoomLevel);    // Real X-axis is the 

scene X-axis 

    posPixel.setY(-posReal.y()/_maxPixelSize*_zoomLevel);   // Real Z-axis is the 

scene -Y-axis. 

    return posPixel; 

} 

 

QPointF TravelPlan::pixelToPos(QPointF posPixel) 

{ 

    QPointF posReal; 

    posReal.setX(posPixel.x()*_maxPixelSize/_zoomLevel);    // Real X-axis is the 

scene X-axis 

    posReal.setY(-posPixel.y()*_maxPixelSize/_zoomLevel);   // Real Z-axis is the 

scene Y-axis. Negate to display real z-axis as the negative pixel y-axis 

    return posReal; 

} 

 

void TravelPlan::setAnchorPositions(QVector<QVector3D> pos) 

{ 

    _anchorPosReal.clear(); 

    _anchorItems.clear(); 

    _anchorCenterReal *= 0; 

    for(int i = 0; i < pos.size(); i++)          // Add the real anchor positions 

to a vector 

    { 

        _anchorPosReal.append(QPointF(pos.value(i).x(), 

                                      pos.value(i).z())); 

        _anchorItems.append(_scene->addRect(QRectF(), QPen(), *_anchorBrush)); 

        _anchorCenterReal += _anchorPosReal.value(i); 

    } 

    _anchorCenterReal /= pos.size(); 

    _centerPredrawnPathReal = _anchorCenterReal; 

    drawAnchors(); 

 

    // Enable the Draw button 

    _ui->drawTPButton->setEnabled(true); 

} 

 

/* 

 * Method instead of positionSlot. 

 */ 

void TravelPlan::setPosition(QVector3D pos) 

{ 

    QVector<float> position; 
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    position.append(pos.x()); 

    position.append(pos.y()); 

    position.append(pos.z()); 

    positionSlot(position); 

} 

 

QVector<QByteArray> TravelPlan::tpPointsToMSG(QVector<QPointF> points, bool loop) 

{ 

    int nMessages = points.size()/_pointsPerMsg; 

    if (points.size() % _pointsPerMsg != 0) 

    { 

        nMessages += 1; 

    } 

    int deafultY = 0; 

    QVector<QByteArray> tpVector; 

    QByteArray tp; 

    if(loop) 

    { 

        tp += "L"; 

    }else 

    { 

        tp += "N"; 

    } 

    for(int i = 0; i < nMessages; i++) 

    { 

        if(i > 0) 

        { 

            tp.clear(); 

        } 

        for(int j = 0; j < _pointsPerMsg && (j+i*_pointsPerMsg < points.size()); 

j++) 

        { 

            tp += 

QString::number((int)(points.at(j+i*_pointsPerMsg).x()/_tpResolution)); 

            tp += "X"; 

            tp += QString::number(deafultY); 

            tp += "Y"; 

            tp += 

QString::number((int)(points.at(j+i*_pointsPerMsg).y()/_tpResolution)); 

            tp += "Z"; 

        } 

        tpVector.append(tp); 

    } 

    return tpVector; 

} 

 

// ------------ Slots ----------- 

/* 

 * Emit the start signal when button pressed 

 **/ 

void TravelPlan::startSlot() 

{ 

    emit startCarSig(); 

    _ui->startButton->setEnabled(false); 

    _ui->stopButton->setEnabled(true); 

} 

 

/* 

 * Emit the stop signal when button pressed 

 **/ 

void TravelPlan::stopSlot() 

{ 

    emit stopCarSig(); 

} 

 

/* 

 * Emit the calibrate signal when button pressed 

 **/ 
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void TravelPlan::calibrateSlot() 

{ 

    emit calibrateSig(); 

} 

 

/* 

 * Emit the calibrate signal when button pressed 

 **/ 

void TravelPlan::calibrateManSlot() 

{ 

    int angle = _ui->calibAngle->value(); 

    emit calibrateManSig(angle); 

} 

 

/* 

 * Emit the connect signal when button pressed 

 **/ 

void TravelPlan::connectSlot() 

{ 

    emit connectCarSig(); 

} 

 

/* 

 * Emit the disconnect signal when button pressed 

 **/ 

void TravelPlan::disconnectSlot() 

{ 

    emit disconnectCarSig(); 

} 

 

/* 

 * Clears the position history 

 **/ 

void TravelPlan::clearPosSlot() 

{ 

    _posRealHist.clear(); 

    _posHistItem->setPath(QPainterPath()); 

    _ui->clearPosButton->setEnabled(false); 

} 

 

/* 

 * Emit the PID controller gain 

 */ 

void TravelPlan::updatePIDSlot() 

{ 

    float Kp = _ui->gainP->value(); 

    float Ki = _ui->gainI->value(); 

    float Kd = _ui->gainD->value(); 

    emit sendPIDSig(Kp, Ki, Kd); 

} 

 

/* 

 * Emit the On time and Period of the motor 

 */ 

void TravelPlan::updateTimesSlot() 

{ 

    int onTime = _ui->onTime->value(); 

    int period = _ui->period->value(); 

    emit sendTimesSig(onTime, period); 

} 

 

/* 

 * Emit the error value at which the car considers to have 

 * arrived to a destination 

 */ 

void TravelPlan::updateErrorSlot() 

{ 

    int error = _ui->error->value(); 
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    emit sendErrorSig(error); 

} 

 

/* 

 * Emit the velocity of the car in percent 

 */ 

void TravelPlan::updateVelocitySlot() 

{ 

    int velocity = _ui->velocity->value(); 

    emit sendVelocitySig(velocity); 

} 

 

/* 

 * Enter drawing mode when button pressed 

 **/ 

void TravelPlan::drawTPSlot() 

{ 

    _drawingMode = true; 

    _dispDraft = true; 

    _tpCreated = false; 

    _tpRealDraft.clear();                           // Empty the draft 

 

    _ui->drawTPButton->setEnabled(false); 

    _ui->predrawnPaths->setEnabled(true); 

    if(_predrawnPathNumb != 0) 

    { 

        _ui->radiusPredrawnPaths->setEnabled(true); 

    } 

    _ui->loopTPCheck->setEnabled(true); 

    _ui->createTPButton->setEnabled(false); 

    _ui->discardTPButton->setEnabled(true); 

    _ui->sendTPButton->setEnabled(false); 

} 

 

/* 

 * Create the predrawn path 

 **/ 

void TravelPlan::predrawnPathsChangedSlot(int predrawnPath) 

{ 

    _predrawnPathNumb = predrawnPath; 

    _predrawnPathReal.clear(); 

    _ui->createTPButton->setEnabled(true); 

    int points = 18; 

 

    QPointF p; 

    switch (_predrawnPathNumb) { 

    case 0: 

        _ui->createTPButton->setEnabled(false); 

        break; 

    case 1:     // A cricle 

        for(double i = 0; i < 36; i++) 

        { 

            p.setX(_radiusPredrawnPaths*qCos(qDegreesToRadians(10*i))); 

            p.setY(_radiusPredrawnPaths*qSin(qDegreesToRadians(10*i))); 

            _predrawnPathReal.append(p); 

        } 

        break; 

    case 2:     // A vertical "eight" 

        for(double i = -9; i < 27; i++) 

        { 

            p.setX(_radiusPredrawnPaths*qCos(qDegreesToRadians(10*i))); 

            

p.setY(_radiusPredrawnPaths+_radiusPredrawnPaths*qSin(qDegreesToRadians(10*i))); 

            _predrawnPathReal.append(p); 

        } 

        for(double i = -9; i < 27; i++) 

        { 

            p.setX(_radiusPredrawnPaths*qCos(qDegreesToRadians(10*i))); 
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            p.setY(-

(_radiusPredrawnPaths+_radiusPredrawnPaths*qSin(qDegreesToRadians(10*i)))); 

            _predrawnPathReal.append(p); 

        } 

        break; 

    case 3:     // A horizontal "eight" 

        for(double i = 0; i < 36; i++) 

        { 

            p.setX(-

_radiusPredrawnPaths+_radiusPredrawnPaths*qCos(qDegreesToRadians(10*i))); 

            p.setY(_radiusPredrawnPaths*qSin(qDegreesToRadians(10*i))); 

            _predrawnPathReal.append(p); 

        } 

        for(double i = 0; i < 36; i++) 

        { 

            p.setX(_radiusPredrawnPaths-

_radiusPredrawnPaths*qCos(qDegreesToRadians(10*i))); 

            p.setY(_radiusPredrawnPaths*qSin(qDegreesToRadians(10*i))); 

            _predrawnPathReal.append(p); 

        } 

        break; 

    case 4:     // A 90 deg corner 

        for(double i = 0; i < points; i++) 

        { 

            p.setX(_radiusPredrawnPaths/2); 

            p.setY(_radiusPredrawnPaths/2-_radiusPredrawnPaths/points*i); 

            _predrawnPathReal.append(p); 

        } 

        for(double i = 0; i < points+1; i++) 

        { 

            p.setX(_radiusPredrawnPaths/2-_radiusPredrawnPaths/points*i); 

            p.setY(-_radiusPredrawnPaths/2); 

            _predrawnPathReal.append(p); 

        } 

        break; 

    default: 

        _ui->predrawnPaths->setValue(0); 

        _ui->radiusPredrawnPaths->setEnabled(false); 

        _ui->sendTPButton->setEnabled(false); 

        break; 

    } 

    if(_predrawnPathNumb != 0) 

    { 

        _ui->radiusPredrawnPaths->setEnabled(true); 

    } 

    loadPredrawnPath(); 

    displayPathsPoints(_tpRealDraft, false, false); 

} 

 

/* 

 * Change the radius of the predrawn path 

 **/ 

void TravelPlan::radiusPredrawnPathsChangedSlot(double radius) 

{ 

    _radiusPredrawnPaths = radius; 

    predrawnPathsChangedSlot(_predrawnPathNumb); 

} 

 

/* 

 * Store the state of the loop check box upon change. 

 */ 

void TravelPlan::loopTPSlot(int state) 

{ 

    if(state == Qt::Checked)            // state == 2 => checked 

    { 

        _loopTPDraft = true; 

    }else if(state == Qt::Unchecked)    // state == 0 => unchecked 

    { 
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        _loopTPDraft = false; 

    } 

} 

 

/* 

 * Create the TP drom the draft when pressed. Discard possible. 

 **/ 

void TravelPlan::createTPSlot() 

{ 

    _tpCreated = true; 

    _drawingMode = false; 

    // Continue draw till Send or Discard 

 

    // Display the draft TP, loop path and start/end points. 

    displayPathsPoints(_tpRealDraft,_loopTPDraft, true); 

 

    // Discretize the TP draft 

    createTPInfo(_tpRealDraft, createScaledPath(_tpRealDraft), _loopTPDraft); 

 

    // Update TP info. 

    _ui->tpInfo->setText(_tpInfo); 

 

    // Change which buttons are enabled 

    _ui->predrawnPaths->setEnabled(false); 

    _ui->radiusPredrawnPaths->setEnabled(false); 

    _ui->loopTPCheck->setEnabled(false); 

    _ui->createTPButton->setEnabled(false); 

    _ui->discardTPButton->setEnabled(true); 

    if(_stateTCP == "connected" && _stateCar != "uncalibrated") 

    { 

        _ui->sendTPButton->setEnabled(true); 

    } 

} 

 

/* 

 * Discard drafted or created TP. 

 **/ 

void TravelPlan::discardTPSlot() 

{ 

    // Exit drawing mode. Don't send the TP draft. 

    _drawingMode = false; 

    _dispDraft = false; 

    _tpCreated = false; 

 

    // Display the old TP, loop path and start/end points. 

    displayPathsPoints(_tpReal,_loopTP, true); 

 

    createTPInfo(_tpReal, createScaledPath(_tpReal), _loopTP); 

    _ui->tpInfo->setText(_tpInfo);; 

 

    _tpRealDraft.clear(); 

 

    // Change which buttons are enabled 

    _ui->drawTPButton->setEnabled(true); 

    _ui->predrawnPaths->setEnabled(false); 

    _ui->radiusPredrawnPaths->setEnabled(false); 

    _ui->loopTPCheck->setEnabled(false); 

    _ui->createTPButton->setEnabled(false); 

    _ui->discardTPButton->setEnabled(false); 

    _ui->sendTPButton->setEnabled(false); 

} 

 

/* 

 * Send the created TP. Set the draft as the current TP. 

 **/ 

void TravelPlan::sendTPSlot() 

{ 

    _drawingMode = false; 
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    _dispDraft = false; 

    _tpCreated = false; 

 

    // Transfer the draft TP to the current one. Exit drawing mode. 

    _loopTP = _loopTPDraft; 

    _tpReal = _tpRealDraft; 

 

    // Change which buttons are enabled 

    _ui->drawTPButton->setEnabled(true); 

    _ui->predrawnPaths->setEnabled(false); 

    _ui->radiusPredrawnPaths->setEnabled(false); 

    _ui->loopTPCheck->setEnabled(false); 

    _ui->createTPButton->setEnabled(false); 

    _ui->discardTPButton->setEnabled(false); 

    _ui->sendTPButton->setEnabled(false); 

 

    // Create the TP in correct format and emit it 

    _tp = tpPointsToMSG(_tpReal, _loopTP); 

    emit sendTPSig(_tp); 

 

    // Clear position history 

    clearPosSlot(); 

} 

 

/* 

 * Create a path from the positions of the mouse when in drawing mode 

 * and display it 

 * @param mousePosition position of the mouse 

 * @mouseAction action of the mouse: pressed, moved or released 

 */ 

void TravelPlan::mouseCoordinateSlot(QPointF mousePositionPixel, int mouseAction) 

{ 

    QPointF mousePositionReal = pixelToPos(mousePositionPixel); 

    if(_drawingMode && _predrawnPathNumb == 0) 

    { 

        if(_tpRealDraft.size() < _maxTPSize)    // Don't draw too long 

        { 

            if(mouseAction == 0) 

            {   // Mouse is pressed 

                _startPointItem->setRect(QRectF());             // Don't display 

the start and stop points 

                _endPointItem->setRect(QRectF()); 

                _ui->createTPButton->setEnabled(true);          // Enable the loop 

button only when started drawing 

                _tpRealDraft.append(mousePositionReal);         // Add the first 

coordinate to the TP vector draft 

            }else if(mouseAction==1 && _tpRealDraft.size()<_maxTPSize && 

mousePositionReal!=_tpRealDraft.last()) 

            {   // Mouse is moved 

                float dist = qSqrt(qPow((mousePositionReal.x()-

_tpRealDraft.last().x()),2) + 

                                   qPow((mousePositionReal.y()-

_tpRealDraft.last().y()),2)); 

                if(dist > _tpMinDist)                           // Check if two 

points differ enough 

                { 

                    _tpRealDraft.append(mousePositionReal);     // Add coordinates 

to the TP vector draft 

                } 

            } 

            displayPathsPoints(_tpRealDraft, false, false); 

        } 

    }else if(_drawingMode && _predrawnPathNumb != 0){ 

        _centerPredrawnPathReal = mousePositionReal; 

        loadPredrawnPath(); 

        displayPathsPoints(_tpRealDraft, false, false); 

        _ui->createTPButton->setEnabled(true); 

    } 
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} 

 

/* 

 * Update the zoom level and change the scale of the display accordingly 

 */ 

void TravelPlan::zoomChangedSlot(int zoomLevel) 

{ 

    // Update zoom level 

    _zoomLevel = zoomLevel; 

    QString text = "Zoom: 1px = "; 

    text += QString::number(_maxPixelSize/_zoomLevel,'g',3); 

    text += "m"; 

    _ui->zoomLabel->setText(text); 

 

    // Change the scale of and draw the anchors, the position and the position 

history 

    drawAnchors(); 

    drawPos(); 

    drawPosHist(); 

 

    if(_dispDraft) 

    { 

        // Update the view with the draft 

        displayPathsPoints(_tpRealDraft, _loopTPDraft, _tpCreated); 

    }else 

    { 

        // Update the view with the real tp 

        displayPathsPoints(_tpReal, _loopTP, true); 

    } 

} 

 

/* 

 * Store the position from the positioning system, [m]. 

 */ 

void TravelPlan::positionSlot(QVector<float> pos) 

{ 

    float epsilon = 0.02; 

    _posReal.setX(pos.value(0)); 

    _posReal.setY(pos.value(2)); 

    if(!_posRealHist.isEmpty()) 

    { 

        float dist = qSqrt(qPow((_posReal.x()-_posRealHist.last().x()),2) + 

                           qPow((_posReal.y()-_posRealHist.last().y()),2)); 

        if(dist > epsilon)      // Two positions must differ >epsilon in order to 

store in history 

        { 

            _posRealHist.append(_posReal); 

        } 

    }else 

    { 

        _posRealHist.append(_posReal); 

    } 

    drawPos(); 

    drawPosHist(); 

    _ui->clearPosButton->setEnabled(true); 

} 

 

/* 

 * Enable or disable controls according to the current state of the car. 

 */ 

void TravelPlan::stateCarSlot(QString state) 

{ 

    _stateCar = state; 

 

    if(state == "uncalibrated") 

    { 

        _ui->startButton->setEnabled(false); 

        _ui->stopButton->setEnabled(false); 
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        _ui->calibrateButton->setEnabled(true); 

        _ui->calibrateManButton->setEnabled(true); 

        _ui->disconnectButton->setEnabled(true); 

        _ui->updatePIDButton->setEnabled(true); 

        _ui->updateTimesButton->setEnabled(true); 

        _ui->updateErrorButton->setEnabled(true); 

        _ui->drawTPButton->setEnabled(true); 

        _ui->carState->setText("connected and uncalibrated: need calibration"); 

    }else if(state == "calibrated") 

    { 

        _ui->startButton->setEnabled(false); 

        _ui->stopButton->setEnabled(false); 

        _ui->calibrateButton->setEnabled(true); 

        _ui->calibrateManButton->setEnabled(true); 

        _ui->disconnectButton->setEnabled(true); 

        _ui->updatePIDButton->setEnabled(true); 

        _ui->updateErrorButton->setEnabled(true); 

        _ui->drawTPButton->setEnabled(true); 

        _ui->carState->setText("calibrated: create and send TP"); 

    }else if(state == "ready") 

    { 

        _ui->startButton->setEnabled(true); 

        _ui->stopButton->setEnabled(false); 

        _ui->calibrateButton->setEnabled(true); 

        _ui->calibrateManButton->setEnabled(true); 

        _ui->disconnectButton->setEnabled(true); 

        _ui->updatePIDButton->setEnabled(true); 

        _ui->updateTimesButton->setEnabled(true); 

        _ui->updateErrorButton->setEnabled(true); 

        _ui->drawTPButton->setEnabled(true); 

        _ui->carState->setText("ready: start possible"); 

    }else if(state == "driving") 

    { 

        _ui->startButton->setEnabled(false); 

        _ui->stopButton->setEnabled(true); 

        _ui->calibrateButton->setEnabled(false); 

        _ui->calibrateManButton->setEnabled(false); 

        _ui->disconnectButton->setEnabled(false); 

        _ui->updatePIDButton->setEnabled(false); 

        _ui->updateTimesButton->setEnabled(false); 

        _ui->updateErrorButton->setEnabled(false); 

        _ui->drawTPButton->setEnabled(false); 

        _ui->carState->setText("driving: stop when needed"); 

    }else 

    { 

        state.remove("uncalibrated"); 

        state.remove("calibrated"); 

        state.remove("ready"); 

        state.remove("driving"); 

        if(!state.isEmpty()) 

        { 

            _ui->carAngle->setText(state); 

        } 

    } 

    if(_tpCreated && _stateCar != "uncalibrated") 

    { 

        _ui->sendTPButton->setEnabled(true); 

    } 

} 

 

/* 

 * Enable or disable controls according to the current state of the 

 * network to the car. 

 */ 

void TravelPlan::stateTCPSlot(QString state) 

{ 

    _stateTCP = state; 

    if(state=="connected") 
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    { 

        stateCarSlot("uncalibrated"); 

        updatePIDSlot(); 

        QThread::msleep(100); 

        updateTimesSlot(); 

        QThread::msleep(100); 

        updateErrorSlot(); 

        QThread::msleep(100); 

        updateVelocitySlot(); 

 

        _ui->disconnectButton->setEnabled(true); 

        _ui->connectButton->setEnabled(false); 

 

        _ui->calibrateButton->setEnabled(true); 

        _ui->calibrateManButton->setEnabled(true); 

 

        _ui->updatePIDButton->setEnabled(true); 

        _ui->updateTimesButton->setEnabled(true); 

        _ui->updateErrorButton->setEnabled(true); 

        _ui->updateVelocityButton->setEnabled(true); 

        if(_tpCreated && _stateCar != "uncalibrated") 

        { 

            _ui->sendTPButton->setEnabled(true); 

        } 

    }else if(state=="disconnected") 

    { 

        if(!_host.isEmpty()) 

        { 

            _ui->carState->setText("host: " + _host + ", port: " + 

QString::number(_port) +". Press 'Connect'."); 

            _ui->connectButton->setEnabled(true); 

        }else 

        { 

            _ui->carState->setText("No valid .json file for anchors read"); 

            _ui->connectButton->setEnabled(false); 

        } 

        try 

        { 

            if(!_anchorPosReal.isEmpty()) 

            { 

                _ui->drawTPButton->setEnabled(true); 

            }else 

            { 

                _ui->drawTPButton->setEnabled(false); 

            } 

        }catch(...) 

        { 

            qDebug() << "Error. No anchor positions."; 

        } 

 

        _ui->disconnectButton->setEnabled(false); 

 

        _ui->startButton->setEnabled(false); 

        _ui->stopButton->setEnabled(false); 

        _ui->calibrateButton->setEnabled(false); 

        _ui->calibrateManButton->setEnabled(false); 

 

        _ui->updatePIDButton->setEnabled(false); 

        _ui->updateTimesButton->setEnabled(false); 

        _ui->updateErrorButton->setEnabled(false); 

        _ui->updateVelocityButton->setEnabled(false); 

    }else 

    { 

        _ui->carState->setText(state); 

    } 

} 

 

void TravelPlan::networkingDataSlot(QString host, int port) 
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{ 

    _host = host; 

    _port = port; 

    stateTCPSlot("disconnected"); 

} 

travelplanscene.h 
#ifndef TRAVELPLANSCENE_H 

#define TRAVELPLANSCENE_H 

 

#include <QGraphicsView> 

#include <QGraphicsScene> 

#include <QGraphicsSceneMouseEvent> 

#include <QGraphicsTextItem> 

#include <QtGui> 

#include <QWidget> 

 

class TravelPlanScene : public QGraphicsScene 

{ 

    Q_OBJECT 

 

public: 

    explicit TravelPlanScene(QWidget *parent = nullptr); 

 

signals: 

    void mouseCoordinateSig(QPointF, int); 

 

public slots: 

 

protected: 

    void mousePressEvent(QGraphicsSceneMouseEvent *); 

    void mouseReleaseEvent(QGraphicsSceneMouseEvent *); 

    void mouseMoveEvent(QGraphicsSceneMouseEvent *); 

 

private: 

    QPointF _mousePosition; 

}; 

 

#endif // TRAVELPLANSCENE_H 

travelplanscene.cpp 
#include "travelplanscene.h" 

 

TravelPlanScene::TravelPlanScene(QWidget *parent) : 

    QGraphicsScene(parent) 

{ 

} 

 

void TravelPlanScene::mousePressEvent(QGraphicsSceneMouseEvent *event) 

{ 

    emit mouseCoordinateSig(event->scenePos(), 0);  // Emits the pos and that the 

mouse is pressed 

} 

 

void TravelPlanScene::mouseMoveEvent(QGraphicsSceneMouseEvent *event) 

{ 

    emit mouseCoordinateSig(event->scenePos(), 1);  // Emits the pos and that the 

mouse is moved 

} 

 

void TravelPlanScene::mouseReleaseEvent(QGraphicsSceneMouseEvent *event) 

{ 

    emit mouseCoordinateSig(event->scenePos(), 2);  // Emits the pos and that the 

mouse is released 

} 


